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Spending Evening With The Family

Every evening each family in every country gathers 
at home in their houses and does different things. 
Look at this picture. Bibo is spending еvening with 
his family.
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to read books

to play computer games

to watch TV to dance

to draw

to cook

1. Look at the pictures and say what each member of the 
family does in the evening.

WE LEARN
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2. Say what each member of the family doesn’t do in the 
evening.

Example: My mother usually doesn’t read in the evening.

3. Answer the questions.

1) Do you usually read books in the evening?
2) Does your sister usually cook in the evening?
3) Does your grandfather dance in the evening?
4) Do your parents usually dance in the evening?
5) Do you usually play computer games in the evening?
6) Does your brother usually watch TV in the evening?

4. Listen to the song and try to sing it.

Good night, children.
Good night, children,
Good night, children,
Good night, children.
We’re all going home now.
Sweet dreams, children,
Sweet dreams, children,
Sweet dreams, children.
We wish you all good night!
Merrily we stroll along,
Stroll along, stroll along,
Merrily we stroll along,
In our pleasant streets.

WE LISTEN

Remember!
Предметтæн сæ архайд, сæ уавæр цы 

дзырдтæ февдисынц, уыдон хуыйнынц 
мивдисджытæ. Фæрстытæ цы кæнын? 
цы ми кæнын?-æн дзуапп цы дзырдтæ 
дæттынц, уыдон æвдисынц архайд. 

Зæгъæм: кæсын – to read, ныв кæнын – 
to draw, кафын – to dance.
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5. Phonetic exercise.

6. Learn to read the words and sentences.

 meet, tree, please, sea, clean, read, to read, to read 
books, to read at school. Do you usually read books at 
school? Does your friends usually read books? I like to 
read books.

 took, look, put, book, root, cook, to cook. My 
grandmother cooks every day. Can you cook? Alan can 
cook but I can’t.

 got, what, watch, to watch TV. My Granny likes to 
watch TV very much. They watch TV in the evening. 
Zalina watches TV in the morning, in the afternoon and 
in the evening.

 car, aunt, park, farm, dance, to dance. Do you like 
to dance? Yes, I do. Can he dance? No, he can’t. I like to 
dance at school.

 door, floor, ball, tall, draw, to draw. Azamat can draw 
but Marina can’t. He draws every day. Ann can draw 
animals and her sister can draw birds.

 usually, music, Tuesday, new, mute, computer, to 
play computer games. Every Sunday I play computer 
games. And you? Oh, and I play computer games every 
day.

7. Read the text.
a) These are new words from the text. Read them and try 
to remember.

*gather  – æрæмбырд вæййынц
*tasty things  – хæрзад хæринæгтæ
George lives with his family. Every evening they 

gather* at home. George usually plays computer games. 
His mother Fatima reads books. His grandmother cooks 
tasty things*. George’s father and grandfather watch TV. 

WE READ

be
me
he
we

see
tree 
free
meet

tea
sea
pea
please

match
catch
watch
fetch

bar
far
car

bark
park
farm
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WE TALK

And his sister likes to dance and to draw. Sometimes we 
like to play football in the park.

Our family is very happy.
b) Retell the story about George in Ossetian.

9. Look at the pictures and tell what these people do in 
different cities. 

WE LEАRN BY HEART
8. Learn by heart this poem.

Little Girl
Little girl, little girl,
Where have you been?*
I’ve been to see Grandam*
Over the green.
Milk in a can*.
What did you say for it?

*Where have you been? – Кæм уыдтæ?
*Grandam – (цыб.) бабу
*can  – бидон 

Moscow Vladikavkaz St. Petersburg

LondonParisBeslan
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10. Choose the partner and ask him what he / she does 
every evening.

Example: – What do you do in the evening?
– I read books in the evening.

WE WRITE

TONGUE-TWISTER

11. Learn to write these words and expressions.

Six selfish shellfish.

12. Fill in do / does, then answer the questions.

Example: – Do you read books?
– Yes, I do. / No, I don’t.

1. … he cook?
2. … Kate dance?
3. … you play computer games?
4. … your parents watch TV?
5. … they draw in the evening?

13. Make up sentences.

I
She
He
You
We
They

usually cooks
watches TV
dance
draw
read books
play computer games

to read books, to cook, to play computer games, 
to dance, to watch TV, to draw 
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Алы архайд æрцæуы бæлвырд искæцы афоны. 
Мивдисæджы архайд кæд æрцæуы, ома архайд цы 

афоны æрцæуы, уымæ гæсгæ мивдисæгæн лæвæрд æр-
цыдис 3 афоны: нырыккон, ивгъуыд æмæ суинаг.

Нырыккон афон

WE LEARN

Remember!
I   am + reading   now

He
She   is + reading   now
It

We
You   are + reading   now
They 

The Present Continuous Tense æвдисы ахæм афон: 
архайд цæуы, ныхас ыл куы чындæуы, уыцы рæстæджы. 
Архайд æвдыстæуы афтæ, цыма ныртæккæ цæуы (now, 
at the moment). Ацы афон арæзт цæуы æххуысгæнæг 
мивдисæг to be нырыккон афоны – am, is, are æмæ 
кæрон -ing-æй. Кæрон -ing æфтауын хъæуы мивдисæджы 
бындурмæ.

Зæгъæм: I am dancing.
He is playing.
They are washing.

Кæройнаг æмхъæлæсоны размæ хъæлæсон куы лæууа, 
уæд иууæнгон æмæ бирæуæнгон мивдисджыты кæны 
дывæр:

sit – sitting
swim – swimming
Дамгъæ е нæй фыссæн кæрон -ing-ы размæ:
make – making
take – taking
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1. Look at the pictures and say what they usually do and 
what they are doing now.

Example: Mike usually plays football.
       Mike is playing football now.

2. Now look at your classmates and tell what they are doing 
now.

3. Make up 5–6 sentences of your own using Present 
Continuous. 

4. Imagine you are a teacher in the gym class. You are 
training your pupils. You give commands and comment on 
them.

Example: Zalina, run! Look! Zalina is running. She is 
  running well! Thank you, Zalina. Sit down!
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WE READ
5. Read the text and think of the title.

a) These are new words from the text. Read them and try 
to remember.

*circus  – цирк
*winter  – зымæг
*hole  – хуыкком, хуынкъ
This is a story about a baby elephant. The baby 

elephant is not happy. He says, “I do not like to work at 
the circus*. I don’t want to do tricks for children. I want 
to run away.” So he runs away. He comes to a forest and 
sees a brown bear. He says to a brown bear, “I want to 
live with you in the forest.” “All right,” says the brown 
bear. “But you must get ready for the winter*. You must 
find a hole* where you can sleep in winter.” But the baby 
elephant doesn’t want to look for a hole. He says, “I don’t 
want to live in the wood. I want to go home. Home is 
best.” And the baby elephant goes back to the circus.

b) Find in the text as many verbs as you can.
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8. Listen to the dialogue. Bibo is talking to his grandmother. 
Try to dramatize it in English. Here you can see the 
translation of the dialogue.

Телефонæй дзурынц. – 
They are talking on the phone.

Алан: Алло, дæ бон хорз. Азæ дæ?
Aзæ: О, уый дæн.
Алан: Цы ног хабæрттæ уæм ис. Куыд стут?
Aзæ: Бузныг, дзæбæх стæм.
Алан: Уæхимæ ма чи ис?
Aзæ: Папæ, мамæ æмæ Марат.
Алан: Дæ фыд цы ми кæны?
Aзæ: Телевизормæ кæсы.
Алан: Бадзур-ма йæм, Алан дæм, зæгъ, дзуры.
Aзæ: Ныртæккæ йæм фæдзурдзынæн. 

6. Choose and read aloud first sentences in Present Simple 
and then in Present Continuous.

My Little Sister Mary
My little sister Mary is a funny girl. She is not a 

schoolgirl. She can’t read. She can’t write (фыссын). She 
likes to run and jump. Now she is running in the street. 
She likes to play with her toys. Look! She is playing with 
her toys now. In the evening she draws and watches TV 
with her family.

7. Read the poem and learn it by heart.

I Like Flowers
I like flowers that are bright,
I like flowers that are white,
I like flowers with a smell,
I like flowers very well!

WE LEARN BY HEART

WE LISTEN
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9. Imagine that you are talking on the phone with your 
girlfriend from another country. Tell her what you are doing 
at the moment. And let her tell what she is doing at the 
moment.

10. Make up 10 sentences of your own using Present 
Continuous.

11. Put these sentences into Present Continuous.

1) Tigers run very fast.
2) I put my book on the table.
3) We have breakfast every morning.
4) My father usually does exercises at 6 o’clock.
5) The children play football after school.
6) We watch TV in the evening.
7) Alina goes to the park with her friends.
8) An Оssetian boy lives in the village.
9) They cook every morning, afternoon and evening.
10) My grandparents sleep in the house.

Unique New York.

1. Look at the pictures and say what they are doing.

WE TALK

WE TALK

TONGUE-TWISTER

WE LEARN
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Remember!
Present Continuous

Фарстон 
хъуыдыйады схемæ

Æппæрццæг 
хъуыдыйады схемæ

Am + I reading?
Is + he ⁄ she reading?

you
Are + we   reading?

they

I + am not reading.
He ⁄ she + is not reading.
You
We   + are not reading.
They

2. Look at the pictures and say what these animals are not 
doing.

3. Look at the pictures and ask what these animals are 
doing.
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4. Looking at the pictures answer the questions.

Is the bird flying?
Is the bird flying or jumping?
What is the bird doing?

Are the children writing letters?
Are the children writing or reading letters?
What are they doing?

Is your mother ironing?
Is your mother ironing or listening to the music?
What is your mother doing?

Remember!
Фарстон хъуыдыйæдтæ фарстон дзырдтимæ

Special questions
Wh? 

What
Where

is Sally playing now

5. Ask questions to which the bold type words are the 
answers.

We learn English at school. We have three lessons 
today. We are having English now. We are speaking, 
reading, writing now. We are reading English texts and 
doing exercises. We are writing on the blackboard and in 
our exercise-books. We like our lessons. We have a very 
good teacher.
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6. Look at the pictures and ask questions (where, when, 
who). Answer them.

Example: What is the boy doing? He is playing football.
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7. Try to read new words and sentences.

 lion, fire, tire, iron, to iron. My granny is ironing now 
and my mother is cooking. Do you like to iron or to cook?  
I like to iron. I can’t cook.

 mice, nice, kite, to write a letter, to write words, to 
write sentences. I don’t like to write, I like to read. Every 
month I write letters to my friend who lives in London.
to lie on the sofa. Don’t lie on the sofa you have so much 
things to do!

 photo, phone, to talk on the phone. Mary, can you help 
me to cook? No, Mum. I am talking on the phone.

 usually, music, to listen to the music. Mother likes 
to listen to the Ossetian music, my brother likes to listen 
to the English music and I like to listen to the Russian 
music.

 morning, running, long, ring, sing, to sing a song. 
At school we often sing songs. Can you sing? Yes, I 
can. What songs can you sing? I can sing English and 
Ossetian songs.

8. Grandma is talking to Ben. Choose the correct answer for 
Ben.

Grandma: Hello, Ben. Are you doing 
your homework?
Ben: ...
Grandma: Is your mother watching 
TV?
Ben: ...
Grandma: What is your father doing 
now?
Ben: ...
Grandma. And where is your sister?
Ben: ...
Grandma: Oh, I am having a rest. I 
am lying on the sofa and listening to 
the music.

a) Yes, I’m doing my homework.
b) She is in the park. What are you doing?
c) No, she is ironing.
d) He is writing a letter.

WE READ
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9. Guess what lessons your friends are having now.

a) This is a big classroom. You can see a teacher and 
many pupils. The teacher is sitting at the table. The 
pupils are reading an Ossetian book. What lessons are 
the pupils having now?
b) The pupils are sitting at the desks. One pupil is 
standing at the blackboard. He is writing: 5 + 3 = 8.
What class are the pupils having now?

10. Answer the questions.

11. Fill in the table.

12. Translate from Ossetian into English:

хæринаг кæнын   иту æвæрын
телевизормæ кæсын   писмо фыссын
чингуытæ кæсын   телефонæй дзурын
кафын     зарджытæ кæнын
ныв кæнын    музыкæмæ хъусын
компьютерыл хъазын  диваныл хуыссын

What do you
usually do?

in the morning in the afternoon in the evening

What are you
doing now?

in the morning in the afternoon in the evening

WE TALK

WE WRITE

Question Yes No
Are you talking on the phone?

Is mother ironing now?

Are you listening to the music?

Is Zalina writing a letter?
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13. Learn to write these words and expressions.

WE LEARN

to iron, to talk on the phone, to write a letter, 
to listen to the music, to lie on the sofa, to sing 
a song

Remember!
Irregular Plurals

Англисаг æвзаджы номдартæй иуæй-иутæн 
сæ бирæон нымæц æндæрхуызон аразгæ у. 

Бахъуыды кæнут ацы дзырдтæ!
child – children – сывæллон – сывæллæттæ
man – men – нæлгоймаг – нæлгоймæгтæ (лæг – 
лæгтæ)
woman – women – сылгоймаг – сылгоймæгтæ
foot – feet – къах – къæхтæ
tooth – teeth – дæндаг – дæндæгтæ
goose – geese – хъаз – хъазтæ  
fish – fish – кæсаг – кæсæгтæ
sheep – sheep – фыс – фыстæ
deer – deer – саг – сагтæ
mouse – mice – мыст – мыстытæ
ox – oxen – гал – галтæ
wife – wives – ус – устытæ
knife – knives – кард – кæрдтæ
lady – ladies – сылгоймаг – сылгоймæгтæ
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1. Fill in the plural.

a girl two ...

two ...

two ...

two ...

two ...two ... a man

a sheep

a lion

a woman

a goose
two ...a fish

a cattwo ...
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two ...

two ... two ...

two ...

two ...

two ...

a fox

a tiger

an ox

a mousea foot

two ...a child a book

two ...two ...a song a tooth
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2. Look at the picture and tell how many sheep, cats, mice, 
hens, oxen, geese, deer Bibo has on his farm.

3. Count and say how many big and small animals you can 
see on the same picture.

4. Translate from Ossetian into English.

1) Нæ хæдзары мыстытæ нæй.
2) Мæ хойæн ис хорз дæндæгтæ.
3) Нæ кæрты ис 10 хъазы, 2 хуыйы æмæ 4 фысы.
4) Ацы сылгоймæгтæ сты дохтыртæ.
5) Сывæллæттæ хъазынц футболæй стадионы.
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5. Read the text and say what do you know about the 
children.

The Children in the Forest
The children, a brother and a sister, go to school. 

They see a forest. It is very hot on the road, it is very 
nice in the forest. The boy says to his sister, “Let us go 
into the forest. It is very nice in the forest.” And they go 
into the forest. They see two deer in the forest. The boy 
says, “Deer, come and play with us.” “I have no time,” 
says deer. “I have much work.” Then the children see a 
squirrel. “Little squirrel, come and play with us”. “I have 
no time,” says the squirrel. “I cannot play with you. I get 
nuts for the winter.” They see 3 mice. “Little mice, come 
and play with us.” “We have no time,” say mice. “We 
must get food. You must go to school.”

The children are ashamed. They go to school. They 
work hard. After school they go into the forest. They play 
with deer, squirrel and mice.

6. Agree or disagree.

1) The children go into the forest.
2) The children go to the park.
3) They see sheep and fish.
4) They see mice and deer.
5) The squirrel has time.
6) The squirrel has no time.
7) The children don’t work hard.
8) The children work hard.

WE READ
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7. Learn the poem by heart.

My pencil
Each day my pencil writes some words
Like “mother”, “girls” or “boys”,
Sometimes it tells of bees and birds,
Sometimes of  books and toys.

My pencil always wants to tell
Of anything I’ve done.
Especially of things done well,
For that you see is fun!

8. Listen to the poem and learn it by heart.

Hickory, dickory, dock,
The mouse ran up the clock.
The clock struck one,
The mouse ran down,
Hickory, dickory, dock.

9. Look at the pictures and answer the questions.

Alan and His Mice
1. What is Alan doing?
2. Why is Alan putting his books into his bag?

WE LEARN BY HEART

WE LISTEN

WE TALK
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1. What is Alan doing now?
2. What are the mice trying to do?
3. Does Alan see the mice?

1. Is Alan happy?
2. Where are the mice?

1. Where is Alan?
2. Where is he sitting?
3. Who is standing near Alan’s desk?
4. Is the teacher surprised to see mice in class?
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10. Learn to write these words.

11. Complete the crossword.

2 8

9

5

1 7

3

10 11 4

6

WE WRITE

child – children
man – men
woman – women
foot – feet
mouse – mice

tooth – teeth
goose – geese
deer – deer
fish – fish
sheep – sheep

ox – oxen
wife – wives
knife – knives
lady – ladies

1. Cывæллæттæ
2. Cылгоймæгтæ
3. Хъаз
4. Дæндаг
5. Фыстæ
6. Кæсæгтæ

7. Сагтæ
8. Нæлгоймæгтæ
9. Галтæ
10. Мыст
11. Къæхтæ
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WE LEARN

Remember!
The Imperative Mood
Фæдзæхстон здæхæн

Фæдзæхстон здæхæны мивдисджытæ февди-
сынц фæдзæхст, курдиат, фæндон, ома дзурæг 
арæхдæр фæтырны, цæмæй, кæимæ дзуры, уый 
исты архайдмæ сразæнгард кæна. Фæдзæхстон 
здæхæны мивдисджытæ хицæн кæнынц интона-
цийæ дæр. 

Come there! Don’t go there!
Уырдæм ацу! Уырдæм ма цу!
Let us go there! Don’t let him go there!
Уырдæм-ма ацæуæм! Ма йæ бауадз уырдæм  

цæуын.

1. Make up sentences.

1. Come here!
to the blackboard!
home!

2. Go there!
to school!
to the 
stadium!

3. Read the text!
the exercise!
the book!

4. Write the letter!
the text!
the exercise!

5. Put it
the toys
the ball

on
under
into

the table!

the box!
6. Don’t write the letter! watch TV!

lie on the sofa! talk on the phone!

7. Let Ann
Aslan
Batradz

go there!
cook!
swim!

8. Don’t let him
her
the children

play in the park!
go to school!
jump!
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2. Ask your friend:

1) чиныг байгом кæнын, тетрад сæхгæнын, скъоламæ 
ацæуын, чиныг бакæсын, цæсгом ныхсын;
2) паркмæ ма ацæуын, ленк кæнынмæ ма ацæуын, 
писмо ма ныффыссын.

3. Imagine that you are teacher. Ask your pupils to do what 
you say.

Let’s do morning exercises.
Stand up!
Jump! Run!
Hands on your hips (on your shoulders), please.
Feet together!
Stop!
Turn to the left! Turn to the right!
Bend down and touch your toes!
Move your fingers!
Raise your left hand (right hand).
Sit down.

4. Read aloud.

  

feel   tree   fish      sheep
beech   free   fresh      shrill
see   meet   blush      sharp

5. Read the poem and underline with the red pencil words 
with sound , and with the green pencil the words with 
sound .

Count Sheep and Go to Sleep!
One sheep and two,
How do you do?
Three sheep and four,
Come to my door.
Five sheep and six,
I’ll teach you some tricks.
Seven sheep and eight,
Walk through the gate.
Nine sheep and ten into the pen.

WE READ
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6. Read Alana’s letter to her friend.

7. Learn this poem by heart.

A Polite Boy
Let us try to do polite
In everything we do,
Remember always say “Please”
And don’t forget “Thank you”.

8. Listen to the dialogue and dramatize it.

WE LEARN BY HEART

WE LISTEN

Dear Mary, hello.
How are you? What are you doing? As for 

me I am spending evening with my family. My 
mother is cooking tasty dishes. My grandmother 
is watching TV, her favourite film. My father 
and grandfather are not playing chess, they are 
playing computer games! But my brother is not 
at home. He is walking with our dog in the park. 
And I am reading my favourite book “Harry 
Potter” in English. Tell me about your family. 
How do you spend evenings with your family? 

Bye, Alana.

a) Find the words in the text denoting “family”.
b) Complete the following phrases:

1) am spending … 
2) is watching …
3) are playing …
4) is walking …
5) am reading…
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9. Match the sentences with the pictures.

10. Give instructions to your friend!

Example: Get up!
       Wash your face!

11. Write your own letter as in ex. 6, p. 29.

1. Let’s dance! 
2. Let’s play football!
3. Don’t swim there!
4. Read this book!
5. Let’s cook a pie!

Swan swam over the sea,
Swim, swan, swim;
Swan swam back again,
Well swam swan.

WE TALK

WE WRITE

TONGUE-TWISTER
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1. Looking at the pictures say what Bibo usually does every 
day.

2. Tell what Bibo is doing now according to the pictures 
above.

REVISION LESSON

WE TALK
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3. Looking at the pictures tell what Bibo’s mother usually 
does every day.

4. Tell what she is doing now according to the pictures 
above.

5. Answer the questions according to the picture.

1. Where do you see Alan? Is he in the street or in the 
forest?
2. What are the girls doing in the forest?
3. What are the parents doing in the forest?
4. What is Alan doing? 
5. What is he drawing? 
6. Are the people happy?
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6. Help these heroes from fairy-tales. They don’t know what 
they must do.

Example: Don’t do this!
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7. Read the text.
a) These are new words from the text. Read them and try 
to remember.

*meat  – дзидза
*yard  – кæрт

A Dog and Two Birds
A dog is eating a piece of meat* in the yard*. He is 

very happy. Two birds see the dog and the piece of meat. 
They look at the dog and the piece of meat. “Give us 
some meat.” The dog says, “Don’t take it. It is my meat.”

The grey bird stops in front of the dog.
The black bird stops behind the dog.
The black bird pecks at the dog’s tail. The grey bird 

takes the piece of meat. Then the birds fly away.
b) Find the sentences that prove that the text is about the 
dog and two birds.

8. Make up sentences.

1. Let’s, to, the park, go.
2. I, swimming, am.

WE READ

WE WRITE
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9. Let’s remember the new words from Unit I.

1. Make questions of these sentences.

Example: He is going to school. 
       Is he going to school? 

1. The pupils are reading books. 2. She is writing the 
letter to her mother. 3. The woman is listening to the 
music. 4. The family is watching TV. 5. David is washing 
his face. 6. I am drawing.

2. Make negative sentences.
Example: He is going to school. 
       He is not going to school. 

1. The boys are jumping and running. 2. We are singing 
an Ossetian song. 3. Mary is cooking a pie. 4. Madina and 
Marina are dancing. 5. The men are playing football.

to read books, to cook, to watch TV, to draw, to play 
computer games, child – children, to iron, wife – 
wives, to write a letter, to lie on the sofa, lady – 
ladies, to talk on the phone, to listen to the music, 
ox – oxen, to sing a song, man – men, foot – feet, 
tooth – teeth, fish – fish, sheep – sheep, deer – deer, 
mouse – mice, knife – knives

OPTIONAL LESSON

TEST

3. You, wash, do, face, your, every, day?
4. Don’t, there, go.
5. not, drawing, is, David.
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3. Choose the correct word.

1. … is my dog? In the park.
a) What  b) Where  c) Who

2. … is he doing? He is ironing.
a) Where b) Who  c) What 

3. … is your grandmother? She is a doctor.
a) What  b) Where  c) When

4. … are they flying away? In September.
a) What  b) Where  c) When

5. … many toys has she got? 10 toys.
a) Who  b) How  c) What

4. Translate from Ossetian into English.

1) Бакæс ацы чиныг!
2) Ныффысс писмо!
3) Иту сæвæр!
4) Уым ма ленк кæн!
5) Цом-ма футболæй ахъазæм.

5. Give the plural of these words:

child –   party –
fox –    goose –
wife –   ball –
tooth –   ox –
foot –   mouse –

6. Translate from Ossetian into English:

кафын    хæринаг кæнын
зарын    чингуытæ кæсын
телефонæй дзурын  писмо фыссын
ныв кæнын   музыкæмæ хъусын
иту æвæрын   телевизормæ кæсын
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HOME-READING
Read the first part of the tale about the three little pigs.

The Three Little Pigs
Mother Pig lives in a little house. She has three baby 

pigs. One day Mother Pig says, “This house is too small 
for us now. You must all go away. You must each build* a 
new house.”

The first little pig goes away from home. He builds a 
house of straw*. The first little pig is very happy. Soon 
bad old Mr. Wolf comes along. He comes up to the first 
little pig’s house and says, “Little pig, little pig, open the 
door and let me in.”

“Oh, no!” says the first little pig. “Go away, Mr. Wolf. 
I don’t open the door. I can’t let you in.” The little pig 
doesn’t open the door. So the wolf blows* the house down. 
The first little pig runs away.

The second little pig goes away from home. He builds a 
house of wood*. The second little pig is very happy. Soon 
Mr. Wolf comes up to the pig’s house and says, “Little pig, 
little pig! Open the door and let me in.” “Oh, no!” says the 
second little pig. And Mr. Wolf blows the house down. The 
second little pig runs away.

*to build  – амайын
*straw  – хъæмп
*to blow  – фу кæнын
*wood  – хъæд
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1. Answer the questions.

1) Where does Pig Mother live?
2) With whom does Mother Pig live?
3) What does she say to her baby pigs?
4) Who builds a house of straw?
5) Is the first pig happy?
6) Who comes up to the pig’s house?
7) What does Mr. Wolf say?
8) What does Mr. Wolf do?
9) Who builds a house of wood?
10) Is the second pig happy?
11) What happens with the house of the second pig?
12) Does the second pig run away?

2. Agree or disagree.

1. Mother Pig lives in a little house.
2. She has three baby pigs.
3. The first little pig builds a house of wood.
4. The first little pig is not very happy.
5. Mr. Wolf doesn’t want to live with the pig.
6. The first little pig runs away. 
7. The second little pig builds a house of straw.
8. Mr. Wolf blows a house of wood down.

3. Try to tell the first part of the story about the three little 
pigs. First in Ossetian and then in English.
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Describing Your House

Each of us has a house where we live with our 
families and spend much time of our life. And each 
of us wants to have a comfortable house. Let’s make 
our house comfortable to have guests from different 
countries! The Ossetian people are very hospitable, as 
you know.

Welcome!
Табуафси!

Мидæмæ рахизут!
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WE LEARN
1. Match the English words with their meanings.

Things We Use at Home

2. Look at the picture and say:

1. window рудзынг A

4. chair бандон D

2. picture ныв, сурæт B

5. arm-chair къæлæтджын E

3. mirror кæсæн, айдæн C

6. sofa диван F

7. bookcase чингуыты скъапп G

8. table стъол H

sofa

This is a sofa. .....

window

.....

chair

.....

bookcase

.....

mirror picture

.....

table

..........

arm-chair

Remember!
near – цур, раз, æввахс
at – цур, раз, æввахс
next – цур, раз, æввахс
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3. Looking at the pictures ask and answer the questions.

Example: What’s this?
       It’s the sofa.
       Where is the sofa?
       It is near the table.

4. Say what you have in your room.

I have … 

5. Say what your friend has in her ⁄ his room.

She ⁄ He has …
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WE LISTEN

WE READ

6. Phonetic exercise.

7. Learn to read the words and sentences.

 yellow, fellow, glow, slow, blow, window, at the 
window, near the window. The girl is sitting near the 
window. Are you reading near the window?
sofa, on the sofa, under the sofa. Azamat is sitting on the 
sofa and reading a book.

 baby, lazy, lady, table, under the table. The dog is 
playing with the ball under the table.

 hair, fair, stair, chair, on the chair, arm-chair. Where 
is the arm-chair? It is in the room. The chair is near the 
arm-chair. What colour is the arm-chair? It is brown.

 live, in, sit, ill, mirror. There is a mirror at the window. 
I like my mirror. It is big.

 watch, chicken, children, picture. I have a nice picture 
in my room. Do you have pictures in your house? Yes, I 
have four pictures in my house.

8. Read and choose.

day
gay
ray
say

face
pace
take
make

a big table a blue sofa a small picture

4. А В 5. А В 6. А В

1. А В 2. А В 3. А В

a black chair a green arm-chair a brown bookcase

dare
care
rare

bear
pear
wear

сhair
hair
pair
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WE LEARN BY HEART

WE TALK

9. Read the text about the Rabbit’s room and find the 
correct picture.

This is my room. I have a table, a sofa and a mirror, 3 
chairs and 2 arm-chairs in my room. There are also two 
pictures in my room which I like very much. The pictures 
are near the window. The sofa is next to the table. The 
chairs are at the table. The arm-chairs are near the  
mirror. There is a mouse under the table. 

I have a nice room.

10. Read this poem and learn it by heart.

Evening
Now the day is over.      Now the darkness gathers.
Night is drawing high     Stars begin to peep,
Shadows of the evening     Birds and trees and flowers
Steal across the sky.      Soon will be asleep.

11. Imagine that your friend has a doll-house.

There are three rooms in the house. You are interested 
to know what there is in the rooms of the house. Use 
different patterns.

Is there a … ?
Are there many … ?
How many … are there in the house?
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WE WRITE

TONGUE-TWISTER

WE LEARN

12. Learn to write these words.

The hammerman hammers the hammers on the hard 
high road.

1. Match the English words with their meanings.

window, chair, bookcase, picture, arm-chair, 
table, mirror, sofa

1. kitchen къæбиц A

4. bedroom уат D

2. bathroom хинайæн B

хæрæндон E5. dining-room

3. living-room уазæгдон C

6. flat фатер F
7. wardrobe уæлæдарæсы скъапп G

8. wall
9. door

къул H
дуар I

13. Complete the sentences.

The cat is on the  . Where is the      ?

Is the sofa at the  ?  What colour is the     ?

Where are the        ?
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2. Look at the plan of Bibo’s house. Tell how many rooms 
there are in the house.

1 one  4 four   7 seven  10 ten
2 two  5 five   8 eight  11 eleven
3 three  6 six    9 nine  12 twelve
Bibo’s flat has got … rooms. It has got … bedroom, 

… living-room, … bathroom and … kitchen. In the 
living-room there is … window and … bookcase. In the 
bathroom there is … door. There are … chairs and … 
table in the kitchen. In the bedroom there are … pictures.

3. What can you find in this room? Now tell what room it is.
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4. Chit-Chat.
Where is Bibo’s family? What is there in Bibo’s house?

WE READ
6. Learn to read the words and sentences.

 match, catch, watch, sketch, kitchen. We have four 
chairs and one big table in the kitchen. What are you 
doing in the kitchen now? I am cooking now?

Where is 
Daddy?

He is in the 
bathroom.

5. Phonetic exercise.

good
hood
wood
room

look
cook
book
took

more
tore
for

port
torn
corn
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 opening, sitting, reading, living-room. There is a 
mirror in my living-room. What do you usually do in 
your living-room? I usually read books in my living-room.
dining-room. Do you have a dining-room in your house? 
No, I don’t.

 glass, grass, card, car, bathroom. Do you wash your 
hands in the bathroom? Yes, I do.

 hat, cat, cap, stand, flat. We have a nice flat. Do you 
live in the flat or in the house?

 more, doll, ball, Paul, door, wall. Open the door! Can 
you open the door? There are two pictures on the wall. 
Wardrobe . There are two bookcases and two 
wardrobes in our flat.

7. Read the text.
Mr. Brown’s House

Mr. Brown lives in a big house. There are five rooms 
in his house. Through the door you enter the hall, then 
you go into the living-room. In the living-room you can 
see an arm-chair, a small table and a bookcase. Next to 
the bookcase there is a TV-set. There are three pictures 
on the walls. In the dining-room you can see a table, 
four chairs and a vase of flowers on the table. Next to 
the dining-room there is a kitchen. Next to the bathroom 
there are two bedrooms. Mr. Brown’s house is very 
comfortable.

a) Say what this story is about. 
b) Change the title of the story, give your own variant.

8. Read the dialogue and learn it by heart.

J: Hello, Suzy! How are you? I am glad to see you.
S: Hello, Jack! I am fine, thanks. Where do you live 

now?
J: Oh, we have a new flat. I like it very much.
S: How many rooms are there in your flat?
J: We have three rooms, a kitchen and a bathroom!
S: Oh, it’s so nice. What colour are the walls in your 

flat?
J: In the bathroom they are blue, in the kitchen − 

white, and in the bedrooms – pink. Come to our place 
and see it.

S: Thank you very much!
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WE TALK

WE WRITE

TONGUE-TWISTER

9. Look at the picture and say what Alan is doing.

Alan wants to be an acrobat
1. Where is Alan now? 
2. What has he in his hands? 
3. What is he trying to do with 
the chair?
4. Where is Alan putting the chair?
5. Where is the other chair 
standing?
6. Is there anything else on the 
table?
7. In what room is Alan training?

10. Bring the picture of your house and tell what there is 
in your house. Imagine you are showing your flat to your 
friends.

Robert Rowley rolled a round roll round.

11. Draw the picture of the house of your dream.

12. Learn to write these words and expressions.

kitchen, bedroom, bathroom, dining-room,
door, living-room, flat, wall, wardrobe 
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Are there any chairs in 
our flat?
Are there any pictures 
in our new flat?
Oh, and is there any 
furniture?

No, there are no chairs, 
dear.
No, there aren’t any pictures, 
dear.
Yes, there are some arm-
chairs and a sofa, dear.

Is there anything under 
the sofa?
Is there anything in the 
bookcase?
There is something on 
the table. What is it?

No, there isn’t anything 
under the sofa.
No, there is nothing in it.

It is my book.

Is there anybody in the bedroom?
Yes, there is somebody in the bedroom.

Is there anybody in the 
bathroom?
No, there is nobody in 
the bathroom.

Is there anybody in the kitchen?
No, there isn’t anybody in the kitchen.
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+ – ?
some

цалдæр, цасдæр
no – ницас, ницал 

not any
any – цас, цал, 

цæйбæрц
something

цыдæр
nothing – ницы

not anything
anything – исты

somebody
чидæр

nobody – ничи
not anybody

anybody – исчи

Remember!
Номивджытæ something, somebody, nothing, 

nobody, anything, anybody сты аразгæ ном-
ивджытæ: арæзт цæуынц дзырдтæ кæрæдзимæ 
æфтауыны руаджы.

Номивджытæ something, somebody, nothing, 
nobody, anybody, anything, some, any æвдисынц, 
æцæгæй цы ис, фæлæ кæй нæ зонæм, ахæм 
æбæлвырд предметтæ кæнæ сæ миниуджытæ. 
Номдары бынаты уæвгæйæ æвдисынц цæсгом 
кæнæ предмет.

Номивджытæ nobody, nothing, no хуыйнынц 
æппæрццæг номивджытæ.

I
We
Pete and Mike
Susan

have
has

some
English books at 
home.
boxes.
exercise-books.
pictures.

Pete
She
My father

has no
brothers.
flat.
dining-room.

Have
Has

you
they
Mary
David

any

family?
bags?
friends?
house?

1. Make up sentences.
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2. Make up sentences as in the example.

Example: Ann has a sister. – Ann has no sister.
1. Mary has a flat. 2. There is a picture in the house. 

3. Boris has a grandfather. 4. We have six chairs in our 
living-room. 5. There are 5 rooms in my house.

3. Make questions of these sentences.

Example: George has some Ossetian books. – Has George  
any Ossetian books?

1. Kate has some brothers. 2. We have four flats. 
3. There are some chairs and arm-chairs in our house. 
4. There are some toys under the sofa. 5. My brother has 
some friends.

4. Complete the sentences.

Example: I have no English books but I have … . I have 
no English books but I have some Ossetian books.

1. I have no sisters but … 2. They have no chairs but 
… 3. There are no wardrobes but … 4. There are no toys 
but … 5. We have no doctors but … 

5. Look at the picture and say as in the example.

Example: Are there three children in the picture? No, 
there are no three children in the picture. There are four 
children.

Five children, two boys, three girls, five boxes, two 
women, one man, three cats, two mirrors, two chairs, one 
bookcase, two sofas. 
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6. Fill in the words:

a) something, anything, nothing.
1. There is … black on the table. 2. Don’t tell her … 
about me. 3. I can see … there, it is so far. 4. I have … in 
my hand. 5. There isn’t … in the house.

b) somebody, anybody, nobody.
1. … is waiting for you, Mother. 2. Is there … in the 
room? No, there is not … in the room. 3. Is … absent 
today? 4. Is there … in the bathroom? No, there is … in 
the bathroom. 5. … is playing computer games.

7. Read and translate the sentences.

1. Is there anybody in the kitchen? 2. There isn’t 
anybody in the dining-room. 3. Nobody knows where 
Nick lives. 4. Is there any little table in the bedroom? 
No, there isn’t. 5. Are there any pictures in your English 
book? No, there are no pictures in my English book.

8. Read the story about a clever dog.

A Story About a Clever Dog
An old woman has a clever dog. The woman has a big 

chair and she likes to sit in it and read the newspaper 
(газету). But the old dog likes the chair too. Very often 
the woman finds the dog in the chair when she wants to 
sit down. And the dog is angry when she tells him to get 
up.

One day the woman comes into her room and sees the 
dog in the chair. She goes to the window and says, “Cats!” 
The dog runs to the window and the woman goes to her 
chair and sits down. The next day the dog comes into the 
room and sees the old woman in the chair. He runs to the 
window and begins to bark. “Who can it be?” thinks the 
old woman and goes to the window.

The dog goes to the chair and sits down.
Answer the questions.

1. What does the woman like to do?
2. What does the dog like to do?
3. Why the dog is angry?

WE READ
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9. Read the poem and learn it by heart.

Jumping, jumping, never still,
Running, laughing with a will,
All the day and some at night.
Playing hard with all her might!
Merry, little Marry!

10. Make the project of the house of your dream, then show 
it to your friends and tell about it.

11. Fill in: some, any, no.

1. Are there … children in the park?
2. Are there … boys on the sports ground?
3. There are … toys under the sofa.
4. There are … tables in the room.
5. There aren’t … books in the bookcase.

12. Fill in There is, There are, Is there or Are there.

1. … any people on the bus?
2. … some books in my bag.
3. … some dogs in the park.    
4. … a policeman in that car.
5. … any matches in the matchbox?
6. … no letters on the table.
7. … any chairs on the room?
8. … a cat under the tree.

4. What does happen one day?
5. What does happen the next day?
6. Why does the dog bark?
7. Do you think the dog is clever?

WE LEARN BY HEART

WE TALK

WE WRITE
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1. Match the English words with their meanings.

2. Make a list of the furniture your family wants to have in 
your house ⁄ flat.

3. Look at the picture. What furniture can you see on it?

WE LEARN

1. bed сынтæг A

4. fridge

2. floor пъол B

5. clock

уазалгæнæн D

3. carpet гауыз C

6. lamp

сахат E

7. cupboard къæбицы скъапп G

цырагъ, лампæ F

8. furniture уаты дзауматæ H

Remember!
Words showing place:

somewhere – кæмдæр, кæдæмдæр, кæм
anywhere – кæмдæр, кæдæмдæр
nowhere – никæм, никæдæм 
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4. Translate these sentences.

1. You may go anywhere you like.
2. He doesn’t go anywhere this week.
3. Does your father go anywhere?
4. He is somewhere in the country.
5. He goes nowhere this month.

5. The teacher says the names of some furniture. Make a 
sentence about each one.

Example: There aren’t any chairs in the picture. There 
are some arm-chairs in the picture.

6. Work with your neighbour. Ask each other about the 
pictures.

Do you like football?
I don’t mind it.
I think it’s OK.
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7. Listen to the sentences and tell how they differ.

8. Listen to the sentences in Ossetian and translate them 
into English.

9. Learn to read these words and sentences.

 let, set, rest, west, bed. Where is the bed? The bed is 
in the bedroom. Somebody is sleeping in the bed. The bed 
is next to the wardrobe. Is the baby in the bed?

 door, floor. What is there on the floor? Oh, it’s my 
sister’s toys. What colour is the floor in your room? It is 
brown. The children are sitting on the floor.

 bark, park, far, car, carpet. There is a beautiful carpet 
on the floor. The cat is playing on the carpet.

 window, in, ill, stick, six, fridge. Where is the fridge? 
The fridge is in the kitchen. What is there in the fridge? I 
don’t know.

 dog, not, lot, box, clock. There is a clock on the wall. 
Please, look at the clock and tell me what time it is now. 
Is the clock on the table or on the wall?

 cat, flag, man, bad, lamp. There is a lamp on the table. 
Is the lamp on the floor or on the table? It’s on the table.

 duck, but, cut, bus, monkey, cupboard. There is a big 
cupboard in the kitchen. It is new. It is very beautiful. 
Can we have a cupboard in the bathroom? No, we can’t; 
comfortable. Is the sofa comfortable? No, it isn’t. Let’s buy 
another one.

 with pleasure. Let’s watch TV. – With pleasure! Let’s 
play hockey! – With pleasure!

 guest, to invite guests. We have a new house. Let’s 
invite guests. – With pleasure!

10. Read the story to yourself and answer the question “Who 
lives in this house?”.

There is a small house in the forest. There are two 
rooms in the house: a kitchen and a bedroom. This is a 
kitchen. There is a table and a cupboard in the kitchen.  
There are three chairs at the table. There are three 
cups on the table. There are two big cups and one little 

WE LISTEN

WE READ
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11. Say what you usually do in the kitchen, living-room, 
bathroom, bedroom.

12. Imagine that you are an interpreter. An American guest 
is in Ossetia-Alania. He tells Ossetian people that he has a 
new house. You are to translate his speech from English 
into Russian.

13. Imagine that you are an interpreter. Bibo is in America. 
He doesn’t know English. Bibo tells American people that 
he has a new house. You are to translate his speech from 
Ossetian into English.

WE TALK

blue cup. This is a bedroom. There are three beds in the 
bedroom: two big beds and one small bed. A little girl is 
sleeping in the small bed. Her name is Masha.

Find the right answer.

How many bears live in the house?
1) One bear lives in this house.
2) Five bears live in this house.
3) Three bears live in this house.

How many rooms are there in this house?
1) There are three rooms in this house.
2) There is one room in this house.
3) There are two rooms in this house.

What colour is the small cup?
1) The cup is red.
2) The cup is yellow.
3) The cup is blue.

Where is the girl sleeping?
1) She is sleeping in the big bed.
2) She is sleeping in the small bed.

14. Learn the dialogue by heart. Dramatize it.

The Mouse: Who is knocking on the door?
The Frog: I am. Who lives in this house?

WE LEARN BY HEART
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WE WRITE
15. Learn to write these words and expressions.

bed, carpet, clock, cupboard, floor, fridge, lamp, 
furniture, to invite guests, comfortable, with 
pleasure

16. Crossword puzzle.

1. Къæбицы скъапп
2. Гауыз
3. Пъол
4. Уаты дзаума
5. Сынтæг
6. Рухс
7. Уазалгæнæн
8. Сахат

7

4 6

1 5

8

2

3

The Mouse: I do. I am a mouse. And who are you?
The Frog: I am a frog. Can I live in this house?
The Mouse: Come in, please. Here is the bed for you. I 

like to invite guests.
The Frog: Thank you. Let’s play a little.
The Mouse: With pleasure!
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today − абон years ago − 
цалдæр азы раздæр

I am Bibo and this 
is my mother Aminat.  
We are happy.

yesterday – знон
last week – ивгъуыд къуыри
last month – ивгъуыд мæй
last year – фарон
then – уæд
ago – раздæр

I was baby here.
My brother was four then.
We were happy.

WE LEARN

Remember!
The verb to be in the Past Simple Tense 

Мивдисæг to be ивгъуыд афоны

Номивæг
to be 

ивгъуыд 
афоны

Æппæрц-
цæг 

формæ

Фарстон 
хъуыдыйа-
ды схемæ

Иууон 
нымæц

I was was not = 
wasn’t

was    I … ?

he
she
it

was was not = 
wasn’t

           he
was    she ?
           it

Бирæон 
нымæц

we
you
they

was were not = 
weren’t

           we
were   you ?
           they
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1. Fill in: is, are, was, were.

1. The cat is on the chair.

The cat was on the chair but 
now it is under the chair.

The man … on the sofa but 
now he … at the table.

The girl … at the door but 
now she … near the mirror.

Now

One hour ago

2. The man is on the 
sofa.

3. The girl is at the 
door.

2. Spot the differences. Can you find five more differences 
between now and one hour ago?

Example: The books were on the table. Now they are on
the sofa.

3. Say where you were yesterday, on Monday, on Sunday, on 
Saturday, three hours ago, last week, last month, last year.
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4. Look at the pictures. Agree or disagree. 

Mother was in the kitchen at 
6 o’clock yesterday.
(Yes, she was …)

My grandparents were in the 
park at 8 o’clock yesterday.

Father was in the living- 
room at 2 o’clock yesterday.

There was a lamp on the 
table 2 hours ago.
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5. Do you remember Alan? Look at the pictures and answer 
the questions.

1) Where was Alan yesterday?

2) Where was Alan 2 hours ago?

3) Where was Alan last year?

4) Where is Alan now? What is Alan doing now?
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6. Read and compare.

7. Say that you were not there yesterday.

Example: I was in the park yesterday.
       I was not in the park yesterday.
On Sunday I was at the Zoo.
Yesterday my brother was in the forest.
On Monday the children were at school.
Yesterday the cat was under the table.
There were two chairs in this room yesterday.

8. A guessing game “Where were you yesterday?”. One of 
pupils thinks where he was yesterday. The rest of the pupils 
guess where he was.

Example: Were you in the park yesterday?

9. Listen to the sentences and say what sentence is wrong.

10. Write down the words you hear from the tape.

WE READ

WE TALK

WE LISTEN

Are you at school now?
Yes, I am.

Are your friends at homе 
now?
No, they are not.

Is your little sister in the 
kitchen now?
Yes, she is.

Are the children in the 
sports ground now?
No, they aren’t.

Were you at school yesterday?
Yes, I was.

Were your friends at home 
yesterday?
No, they weren’t.

Was your little sister in the
kitchen yesterday?
Yes, she was.

Were the children in the 
sports ground yesterday?
No, they weren’t.
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11. Fill in: was, were.

The children … glad to go to school.
I … in the forest last week.
I … in the bedroom an hour ago.
The park … beautiful.
There … the mirror near the wardrobe.
My mother and father … at home on Sunday.

12. Write where you were yesterday, on Monday, on Sunday, 
three hours ago, last week, last year.

13. Make up sentences.

14. Imagine you have got a new house ⁄ flat. Describe it. 
Write if your house ⁄ flat is large or small; how many rooms 
there are in your apartment; what they are; what furniture 
there is in all your rooms; if it is comfortable, etc. Write 
10−12 sentences.

15. Fill in the text: am, is, are, was, were.

1) My father ... a doctor now.
2) He ... а pupil 20 years ago.
3) Yesterday I and my friend ... at school.
4) She ... in the kitchen now.
5) I ... a pupil now.
6) Where ... you last week?
7) We ... at home now.

WE WRITE

I
His friend
Nelly
My mother
The children
The boys
The girls

is
am
are
was
were

in the park
at school
at the Zoo
in the kitchen
in the bathroom
at home
in Great Britain

now
yesterday
on Sunday
last year
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1. Look at the picture for a moment, then close your book 
and tell what you remember.

REVISION LESSON

WE TALK
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2. Say where your brother, sister, parents was ⁄ were at 7 
o’clock, at 8 o’clock, at 12 o’clock, at 6 o’clock, yesterday, 2 
hours ago, last week, last month.

Example: My brother was at home at 6 o’clock yesterday.

3. Tell where Bibo was yesterday and where he is now.

Today Bibo is ...

Yesterday
Bibo was ...
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4. Bibo has got a new flat. Look at the picture. This is the 
living-room at his old flat. Tell what there were two hours 
ago. 

5. a) Tell what room it is.

1. We wash in this room.
2. We cook in this room.
3. We eat in this room.
4. We sleep in this room.
5. We watch TV and talk in this room.

b) Tell what thing it is.

1. We sit on it.
2. We lie on it.
3. We eat at it.
4. We cook on it.
5. We watch it.
6. We keep food in it.

6. Use: some, any, no.
You have a new flat. There is some furniture in it, but you 
need more. This is the list of things you need.

Example: I have got some tables but I haven’t got any 
mirrors.

tables
mirrors
wardrobes
beds
chairs

bookcases
pictures
sofas
carpets
fridges

lamps
clocks
cupboards
arm-chairs

(two hours ago)
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7. Fill in: something, anything, nothing;
somebody, anybody, nobody;
somewhere, anywhere, nowhere.

1. Do you know … nice to go on Sunday? 2. I want to 
go to the park to sit ... under the trees. 3. Do you want to 
read … ? 4. I just want to lie on the grass … there. 5. Is 
there … in the park on Sunday? 6. In the park where we 
go there is … . 7. … must know a good place to go.

8. Read the story.
a) Translate the words into English:

A Toy-House
Little Amanda is a doll. She lives in a nice toy-house. 

There are three rooms in the toy-house: a …, a … and a 
… . The kitchen is very small. There is a little … and two 
… in the kitchen. The living-room is big. We see a …, a 
… and two ... in the living-room. There are two ... in the 
bedrooms. There is a … on the table. We can see a … at 
the window.

b) Ask questions to the text.

Example: Who is Amanda?
       What does she have?

9. Complete the dialogue and dramatize it.

Mark: Hello. How are you?
Nick: … .
Mark: Do you have a new flat?
Nick: … .
Mark: How many rooms are there in your flat?
Nick: Oh, it’s a big one … .
Mark: ... ?
Nick: Yes, I like it. It's very comfortable.
Mark: Have you got any furniture?

WE READ

ныв кæнын 
къæлæтджын
бандон
диван
сынтæг

стъол
скъапп
телефон
телевизор
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Nick: Not much yet ... .
Mark: Oh, with pleasure.

10. Make up sentences:

1) was, bathroom, hour, an, ago, in, I, the.
2) grandmother, is, kitchen, the, my, in, now.
3) you, yesterday, home, at, were?
4) is, at, window, somebody, standing, the.
5) are, any, in, there, living-room, chairs, the?

11. Let’s remember the new words from Unit II.

1. Choose the right answer.

1. There is … doctor in the house.
a) some   b) any  c) no

2. Are there … books in the bookcase?
a) some   b) any  c) no

3. … is watching TV in the living-room.
a) somebody  b) anybody  c) nobody

WE WRITE

TEST

window, picture, mirror, chair, arm-chair, sofa, 
bookcase, table, kitchen, bathroom, wardrobe, 
living-room, bedroom, wall, door, fridge, carpet, 
bed, floor, lamp, clock, cupboard, furniture, 
comfortable, dining-room, flat, with pleasure, to 
invite guests  

OPTIONAL LESSON
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4. Is … cooking in the kitchen?
a) somebody  b) anybody  c) nobody

5. He can play … .
a) something  b) anything c) nothing

6. He lives … in Russia.
a) somewhere  b) anywhere c) nowhere

2. Make these sentences interrogative and negative.

1. There are some boys in the park.
2. There were some children on the sports ground.
3. There were two lamps on the table.
4. There are some trees near the house.
5. There are three mirrors in the flat. 

3. Fill in the blanks: am, is, are, was, were.

1. I … a pupil. I … ten years old. I live with my family 
in a big house. There … many rooms in my house. There 
… a table in the living-room. There … a cupboard in 
the kitchen and there … two beds in the bedroom. Our 
house … very comfortable. Last year our house … not 
comfortable. There … not much furniture. There … not 
bookcases, mirrors and lamps. We … not happy. Now we 
… happy.

4. Write where you were yesterday, on Sunday, three hours 
ago. Write 3 sentences.

5. Translate from Ossetian into English.

1) Хæдзары ис цалдæр лæппуйы.
2) Стъолыл ис бирæ чингуытæ.
3) Исты уыныс стъолы бын?
4) Фарон хæдзарæн нæ уыди рудзгуытæ.
5) Знон мæ мады фыд уыди скъолайы.
6) Нæ къласы ис цыппар нывы.
7) Ацы къæлæтджын тынг æнцойуат у.
8) Лидæ диваныл бады æмæ телевизормæ кæсы.
9) – Фатимæ кæм ис? – Къæбицы.
10) Аминæт фынæй кæны йæ сынтæджы.
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Read the second part of the tale about the three little pigs.

The Three Little Pigs
The third little pig goes away from home. He builds a 

house of bricks*. The third little pig is very happy. Soon 
bad old Mr. Wolf comes up to the third little pig’s house and 
says, “Little pig, little pig, open the door and let me in.”

“Oh, no!” says the third little pig. “Go away, you bad 
old Mr. Wolf.” The third little pig doesn’t open the door. 
He doesn’t let the wolf in. He makes a big fire in the 
fireplace*. Mr. Wolf can’t blow the brick house down. The 
brick house is very strong.

Mr. Wolf climbs* on the top of the house. He comes 
down the chimney*. He falls into the pan of hot oil*. Mr. 
Wolf cries with the pain. “Little pig, little pig! Let me out. 
I will not eat you. I want to go away.” But the three little 
pigs put more wood on fire. The wolf is burnt*. Then the 
other two little pigs live in the brick house. They are all 
dancing and singing.

HOME-READING

*brick  – агуыридур 
*fireplace  – камин 
*to climb  – сбырын, схизын 
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1. Answer the questions.

1. What does the third little pig do?
2. Is he happy?
3. Who comes up to the third house?
4. What does Mr. Wolf say?
5. What does Mr. Wolf do?
6. Can he blow down the brick house?
7. Where does Mr. Wolf climb?
8. Why does Mr. Wolf cry?
9. What do the three little pigs do with Mr. Wolf?
10. Where do the three little pigs live?
11. Are they dancing and singing?

2. Agree or disagree.

1. The third little pig goes away from home.
2. He builds a house of straw.
3. The third pig opens the door to Mr. Wolf.
4. Mr. Wolf can’t blow the brick house down.
5. Mr. Wolf is happy.
6. The three little pigs are dancing.

3. Arrange the sentences into a logical order.

1. The three little pigs are very happy.
2. He makes a big fire in the fireplace.
3. The third little pig goes away from home.
4. The wolf is burnt.
5. The brick house is very strong.
6. He comes down the chimney.

4. Do you think the three little pigs are good friends? Why?

5. Try to tell the second part of the story about the three 
little pigs. First in Ossetian and then in English.

*chimney  – тохына 
*oil  – сой
*burnt  – ам: басыгъд
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My Favourite Food

Do you like to eat? Of course you like. People 
can’t live without food. Look at the picture. This is 
Bibo’s and his sister’s favourite food.
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1. Match the English words with their meanings.

2. How do you start the day? What do you have for breakfast? 
Tell your partner.

For breakfast I have … .

some fruit

WE LEARN

Remember!
Англисаг æвзаджы иуæй-иу номдартæй 

пайдагонд цæуы æрмæст иууон нымæцы. 
Ахæм номдартимæ артикль нæ вæййы.

A ⁄ An бæсты пайда кæнæм дзырд some. 
Зæгъæм: some bread.

some bread

some coffee some cheese some jam some milk

1. vegetable халсар A

4. bread

къофи F

дон H
сæкæр G

дзидза I
вареннæ J

2. fruit дыргъ B

5. milk

3. cheese цыхт C
дзул D

6. coffee
æхсыр E

7. sugar
8. water

9. meat
10. jam
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7. Phonetic exercise.

please
clean
see
tea
meat
cheese

it
big
in
sit
milk
this

bed
breakfast
bread
let
set

 
school
too
two
fruit

3. Ask your friend what he (she) usually has for breakfast.

4. Say that you have the same food for breakfast.

I have a cup of milk for breakfast.
I have some bread and a cup of coffee for breakfast.
I have some sugar in my coffee.
I have some bread and cheese for breakfast.
I have some vegetables for breakfast.

5. Learn how to say.

WE LISTEN

6. Tell what you can see in these baskets.

a jar 
of jam

а bottle 
of milk

a piece 
of cheese 

a glass 
of water

a bowl 
of sugar

a cup
of coffee

a kilo 
of meat

a loaf
of bread
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8. Learn to read these words and expressions.

 hen, when, ten, vegetable. I like to eat vegetables. 
What vegetables do you know? Bread, some bread, a lot of 
bread. I have some bread for breakfast.

 too, two, fruit. I want some fruit. Do you like to eat 
some fruit? Yes, I do.

 read, meat. Our family likes to eat meat.
сheese. I have some bread and cheese for breakfast.

 in, big, six, milk. I have a bottle of milk in my fridge. 
How many bottles of milk are there on the table? There 
are three bottles of milk on the table.

 on, log, what, want, coffee. I like a cup of coffee for 
breakfast. My mother doesn’t like coffee, she likes tea.

 put, took, look, sugar. There is too much sugar in my 
coffee.

 sport, corn, port, draw, water. Give me some water, 
please.

 man, can, fan, jam. Mike likes a cup of tea with some 
jam.

9. Read the text.
a) Try to read and remember these words.

meal  – хæрыны афон
lunch  – дыккаг аходæн
supper  – æхсæвæр
dinner  – сихор
to eat  – хæрын

Meals
Bibo and his family have four meals a day − breakfast, 

lunch, dinner and supper. They have breakfast at home at 
8 o’clock. For breakfast they have a cup of tea or a cup of 
coffee, some bread and cheese or jam and some fruit. For 
lunch they have a cup of coffee with sugar. At 2 o’clock 
Bibo and his family have dinner: they have some meat, 
some vegetables and a cup of tea. They never eat much 
for supper. It’s bad to eat much before going to bed. 

b) Retell this story in Ossetian.

10. Imagine that your mother asks you to go to the shop to 
bring some food. What can you bring from the shop?

WE READ
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WE WRITE

WE LEARN

11. Think of sentences with the following words: bread and 
cheese, jam, a cup of coffee (tea), a bottle of milk, a kilo of 
meat, fruit and vegetables.

12. Learn to write these words and expressions.

vegetable, fruit, cheese, bread, milk, coffee, 
sugar, water, meat, jam

Remember!
The Past Simple Tense 
Ивгъуыд æбæрæг афон
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Remember!
The Past Simple Tense февдисы, архайд кæй 

цыди, ныхас ыл куы кодтой, уымæй раздæр. 
Æвдисы, архайд кæй фæци, уый. Англисаг 
æвзаджы мивдисджытæ вæййынц дыууæ хуы-
зы: аразгæ æмæ ивгæ. Аразгæ мивдисджытæ 
ивгъуыд афоны арæзт цæуынц мивдисæджы 
бындурмæ кæрон -ed бафтаугæйæ. 

Зæгъæм: play – played – хъазын – (а)хъазыд 
dance – danced – кафын – (а)кафыд

Фарстон хъуыдыйад ивгъуыд афоны аразгæ 
у æххуысгæнæг мивдисæг did-ы руаджы. 
Æппæрццæг хъуыдыйад ивгъуыд афоны 
аразгæ у æххуысгæнæг мивдисæг did æмæ 
æппæрццæг хайыг not æфтауыны руаджы.

1. Find out what these people did yesterday, last year, last 
week, last month.

Yesterday
Last year
Last week
Last month

Bibo
Ann
Granny
Mr. White

cleaned his teeth.
skated at the stadium.
watched TV.
washed her hands and 
face.
danced.
cooked a pie.

2. Look at the pictures and tell what Bibo did yesterday.
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3. Read the words aloud.

worked
watched
liked
jumped
washed
danced

lived
played
opened
cleaned

wanted
skated

4. Find out what your friends did yesterday.

Example: Did you cook yesterday?

5. Disagree with me.

Example: He watched TV yesterday.
       No, he didn’t watch TV yesterday.
1. Granny cooked vegetables yesterday.
2. Ann played basketball yesterday.
3. He lied on the sofa yesterday.
4. They talked on the phone yesterday.
5. They walked in the park yesterday.

6. Helen usually does the housework but yesterday she was 
ill, so Peter did the housework. Say what Helen usually does 
and what Peter did yesterday.

Yesterday

Usually
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7. Listen to the sentences and translate them.

8. Listen and choose the sentences in Past Simple.

WE LISTEN

WE READ

11. Learn this poem by heart.

Wash the Dishes
Wash the dishes, wash the dishes.
Ring the bell for tea,
Three good wishes, three good kisses
I will give to thee.

WE LEARN BY HEART

9. Choose and read aloud the sentences referring to the past.

Nina usually goes to school by bus. She opened her eyes 
and looked at the clock. She goes to the bathroom, cleans 
her teeth and washes her face. It was seven o’clock. She 
washed her hands. Nina liked to go to school. She lives 
near her school.

10. Read the tale and tell if you know it. Guess of the 
meaning of the new words.

The Raven and the Fox
A raven sees some cheese.
He takes the cheese.
He flies to a tall tree.
A fox smells the cheese.
Then he sees the raven.
“What a beautiful bird you are,” 
says the fox.
The raven is happy.
The fox says, “You have a big beak 
and you have beautiful wings.
Can you sing a sweet song?”
The raven opens his beak to sing.
The cheese falls out!
The fox catches the cheese and runs away with it.
The raven is very angry.
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12. Refer the sentences to the right tense.

Olga (clean) her teeth yesterday.
We (read) a book now.
Nick (walk) in the street yesterday.
Mary usually (play) basketball.
There (be) much sugar in coffee yesterday.

WE WRITE

WE LEARN

1. Translate the sentences.

1. Nick bought toys yesterday.
2. My parents went to the cafe last week.
3. Marina and Taimuraz drank tea 2 hours ago.
4. We ate a tasty pie (адджын гуыдын).
5. A lot of vegetables and fruit grew in our garden last 
year.

Remember!
Cæ уидаджы ивддзинæдтæ кæмæн æрцы-

ди, уыдон хуыйнынц ивгæ мивдисджытæ. 
Ивгæ мивдисджытæ ивгъуыд афоны арæзт 
цæуынц бæлвырд фæткмæ гæсгæ.

Remember these words:
drink – drank – нуазын – бануæзта
eat – ate – хæрын – бахордта
buy – bought – æлхæнын – балхæдта
grow – grew – зайын – æрзад
go – went – цæуын – ацыди
have – had – ис – уыди
take – took – райсын – райста
cut – cut – лыг кæнын – алыг кодта
read – read – кæсын – бакаст
put – put – æвæрын – сæвæрдта 
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6. The children read an interesting book yesterday.
7. My friend got many presents last month.
8. I had a comfortable flat last year.
9. Did he take his book from the table?
10. Did Nelly cut vegetables for the soup yesterday?
11. I didn’t eat anything for breakfast.
12. Oleg didn’t go to school on Monday.

2. Look at this picture. Tell what mother bought in the 
supermarket.

3. Find as many words as you can for food and drink.

Food
Drink

4. Say what your favourite food is!

like don’t like

5. Ask your friend if he had meat (potatoes, milk, coffee, 
pear, apricots, tomatoes, pie) for dinner yesterday.

6. Ask your friend when he had dinner yesterday, what he 
had for dinner.

potato

carrot

pear

apple apricot

cucumber

banana watermelon

tomatoonion
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7. What do these animals like to eat?

8. What did these animals eat yesterday?
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9. Read the story and find new words.

It was Sunday yesterday. My mother cooked a 
vegetable soup. She was glad that I wanted to help her. 
She bought vegetables in the supermarket. She took 
some potatoes and washed them. She washed some 
carrots, onions and cucumbers. And I helped her to cut 
the vegetables. Then mother washed meat and put it into 
the soup. The dinner was ready. The soup was very tasty. 
Father liked the soup.

10. Learn to read these words and sentences.

 potato, a big potato, meat and potatoes. Which do you 
like − meat or potatoes? Mother bought potatoes for the 
soup.

 farm, class, park, last, car, tomato. Granny cooked a 
tomato salad. 
banana, a yellow banana, a big banana. Do you like 
bananas?

 you, mute, pupil, cube, cucumber. Big cucumbers 
grow in our garden.

 under, but, drum, onion. Please, cut onion for the soup.
 cap, tap, flag, salad, carrot, a red carrot, a big carrot. 

My cat doesn’t eat carrots but my dog does. Is the carrot 
a vegetable or a fruit?
apple. My sister doesn’t like apples, but I do. My Granny 
can cook an apple pie.

 let, ten, bed, melon, watermelon. My brother likes to 
eat watermelons.

 pear, pear-trees. How many pear-trees are there in 
the garden?

 apricot, a tasty apricot. What fruit do you usually 
have for lunch? Apricots and pears.

WE READ
SmileHow do you know 

that carrots are
good for eyesight?

Well, have you 
ever seen a rabbit 
wearing glasses?
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11. Learn by heart this dialogue.

The Town Mouse and the Country Mouse
Country Mouse: Come along, Town Mouse. Time to eat.
Town Mouse: But, Country Mouse, where’s the meat?
Country Mouse: Oh, dear! No meat for me.
      I’m a Country Mouse, you see.
      I eat bread and cheese, 
      And honey from bees.

12. Test your memory. Look at the picture for a minute. 
Then close your book. Tell what you remember.

WE LEARN BY HEART

WE TALK
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13. Fill in the blanks with verbs given below.

cook, drink, eat, buy, wash

WE WRITE
14. Bibo wants to eat. Make the menu for him.

15. Learn to write these words and expressions.

potato, tomato, cucumber, onion, carrot, 
apple, banana, watermelon, pear, apricot    

1. She … a cake 
an hour ago. 

2. She … vegetables in the 
supermarket last week. 

4. The boy … a big pie 
last morning.

3. Mother … fruit 
yesterday.

5. They … coffee two hours ago.
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1. Match the English words with their meanings.

2. Saу that you do the same.

We cut bread with a knife. We eat soup with a spoon.

We eat porridge from the 
plate.

We eat meat with a fork 
and a knife.

WE LEARN

1. spoon уидыг A

4. plate

сæлдæг F

айк G

2. fork вилкæ B

5. porridge

3. knife кард C

тæбæгъ D

6. ice-cream

кас E

7. egg
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4. Learn to read these words and expressions.

 book, took, good, spoon, a big spoon, a little spoon. 
Alan is eating his soup with a spoon.

 floor, door, wall, fork. Where is the fork? It is on the 
table.

 like, nice, my, kite, knife. We eat meat with a knife. I 
don’t like ice-cream. I don’t buy it.

 name, game, kate, plate. Put plates, knives and forks 
on the table.

 bed, pen, set, ten, egg. Let’s take eggs and vegetables 
and make salad. 

 box, lot, dog, clock, porridge. I have a plate of porridge 
for supper.

5. Learn these proverbs by heart.

WE READ

WE LEARN BY HEART

3. Answer Bibo’s questions.

1) What do you eat soup with?
2) What do you eat meat with?
3) What do you cut cheese with?
4) What do you eat bread with?
5) What do you put on the table for 
breakfast (dinner, supper)?
6) What did you have for breakfast 
(dinner, supper) yesterday?
7) What soup do you like?
8) What vegetables do you like?
9) What fruit do you like?
10) Do you like ice-cream?
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6. Listen to the dialogue and try to dramatize it in English. 
The Ossetian words given below will help you. Learn new 
words and expressions.

at the table – стъолы уæлхъус
a cheese pie – уæлибæх, чъири
salt-cellar – цæхдарæн

Стъолы уæлхъус
Мад: Цу-ма, стъолыл тæбæгътæ, агуывзæтæ, вилкæ-

тæ æмæ уидгуытæ æрæвæр.
Чызг: Хъæрмхуыппы аг дæр ахæссон?
Мад: Стæй ма ацы чъири дæр ахæсс, дзул дæр акæрд.
Чызг: Мамæ, мæнæн бирæ ма æркæн, тынг æххор-

маг нæ дæн.
Мад: Цæхдарæн-ма æри, нæ хъæрмхуыпп æдзæхх у.
Чызг: Мамæ, дæ тæбæгъы дын чъирийы карcт æрæ-

вæрон?
Мад: Дæхæдæг дæр дзы ахæр.
Чызг: Цай скæнон?
Мад: Цай мæ нæ хъæуы, къофи рахæсс.

7. Do you remember Alan? Looking at the pictures answer 
the questions.

1. Did Alan go to the supermarket?
2. What was there in the supermarket?
3. What fruit did Alan buy in the super-
market?
4. What vegetables did Alan buy in the 
supermarket?
5. What did Alan do when he came 
home?

8. Tell your classmates what you had for breakfast (dinner, 
supper) yesterday.

WE LISTEN
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9. Learn to write these words and expressions.

10. Crossword puzzle.

1. You are organizing a party. Tell the menu. 

WE WRITE

spoon, fork, knife, plate, porridge, ice-cream, 
egg  

WE TALK

REVISION LESSON

1. Дзул
2. Нозт
3. Кард
4. Хæрын
5. Пъæмидортæ
6. Уидыг
7. Ном
8. Айк

9. Кæрдæг
10. Сæкæр
12. Уат
13. Дзидза
14. Исын
15. Изæр

b d

k
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e
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r

m

t

e g
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2. Imagine you are Harry Potter. Use information from the 
quiz to talk about your routine to the class.

1. Who does Harry Potter live with?
a) his parents
b) the Dursley family
c) Ron and Hermione

2. Which school does Harry go to?
a) Muggles’ School
b) Azkabar
c) Hogwarts

3. What does Harry usually have for breakfast?
a) porridge
b) meat
c) cheese

4. What does Harry often play?
a) quidditch
b) hide-and-seek
c) volleyball

5. What do Harry and his friends usually do after dinner?
a) go to bed
b) play football
c) go to their lessons

3. Tell what these characters ate yesterday at Bibo’s party.
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4. Yesterday Peter wanted to make a vegetable salad and 
Mary wanted to make a pie. How do you think what they 
took to make these dishes?

6. Imagine you are buying fruit in the shop.

Fruit and Vegetables
Mary: Hello! What can I do for you?
Shopkeeper: Good afternoon! I want to buy some fruit.
Mary: What fruit do you want to buy? We have apples, 

pears and apricots today.
Shopkeeper: I want to have two kilos of apples, one 

kilo of pears and one kilo of apricots. How much is it?
Mary: 10 roubles.
Shopkeeper: Thank you very much. Good-bye!
Mary: Good-bye!

WE LEARN BY HEART

WE READ

5. Learn this poem by heart.

Robin
Robin, Robin, what a man!
He eats as much as no one can.
He ate a lot of fish, he ate a lot of meat.
He ate a lot of ice-cream and a sweet.
He ate a lot of porridge and ten eggs
And all the pies he has.
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7. Do you remember new words from Unit III?

1. Write the Past Simple Tense of these verbs.

read __________________
put ___________________
cut ___________________
go ____________________
eat ___________________
clean _________________

drink _________________
want _________________
watch ________________
play __________________
cook __________________
do ____________________

2. Write the words in the correct column. 

bread, plate, pear, water, jam, porridge, meat, bottle, 
coffee, egg, tomato, cheese, spoon, onion.

Uncountable
______________________
______________________
______________________
______________________
______________________

Countable
______________________
______________________
______________________
______________________
______________________

3. Fill in: a, an, some.

1. ____________ tea
2. ____________ banana

3. _______________ bread
4. _______________ egg

TEST

vegetable, fruit, cheese, bread, milk, coffee, 
sugar, water, meat, jam, potato, tomato, onion, 
cucumber, carrot, apple, banana, watermelon, 
pear, apricot, porridge, ice-cream, egg, bottle, 
glass, cup, loaf, jar, piece, bowl, kilo, spoon, eat – 
ate, fork, knife, plate, drink – drank, grow – grew, 
buy – bought, go – went, have – had, take – took, 
cut – cut, read – read, get – got, put – put
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5. ___________ furniture
6. ___________ water
7. ___________ meat

8. _____________ jam
9. _____________ apricot
10. ____________ bear

4. Complete the sentences with has or had.

5. Translate from Ossetian into English.

1. Уæ цæхæрадоны пъæмидортæ садзут?
2. Маринæ æвæры тæбæгътæ стъолыл.
3. Сихорæн нæм уыди дзидза картофимæ.
4. Уæ хoрзæхæй, дыууæ авджы мын æхсыр раттут.
5. Нана балхæдта дуканийы халсартæ: уырыдзытæ, 
картоф, хъæдындз, джитъритæ.

6. Translate from English into Ossetian.

1. Zarifa is cooking an apple pie.
2. Kazbek likes tea with sugar and coffee with milk.

She ... a bag. He ... a balloon.

4. The girl ... a glass 
of milk.

The girl ... a glass 
of milk.

2. He ... a balloon.1. She ... a bag.

3. The dog ... a bone.

The dog ... a bone.
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3. The girl is eating meat with a fork and knife.
4. The apple is red.
5. There were a lot of vegetables in the garden.

Read the story about the fox and the crane.

The Fox and the Crane
Once upon a time, a fox and a crane* began* to be 

friends. One day the fox invited the crane to dinner. She 
made* hot porridge for dinner and put it in a flat soup-
dish. The crane could not eat and the fox ate the porridge 
herself*.

The crane was very angry and decided* to teach the fox 
a lesson. So he invited the fox to dinner too. The fox went 
to the crane’s house the next day. The crane poured* 
vegetable soup into a narrow* jug and invited the fox to 
eat it. The fox tried* and tried, but she couldn’t find a 
way to get into the jug. The crane ate the soup himself.

And this is why the fox and the crane are no longer 
friends.

HOME-READING

*crane  – зырнæг
*begin – began  – райдайын – райдыдта
*make – made  – кæнын – скодта
*herself  – йæхæдæг 
*to decide  – сфæнд кæнын
*to pour  – ам: æркæнын
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1. Answer the questions.

1) Whom did the fox invite to dinner?
2) What did the fox make for dinner?
3) Where did she put it?
4) Could the crane eat it?
5) Who ate the porridge?
6) Was the crane angry?
7) What did he decide to do?
8) What did the crane do the next day?
9) Could the fox eat the soup?
10) Who ate all the soup?
11) Are the fox and the crane friends now?

2. Agree or disagree.

1) One day the crane invited the fox to dinner.
2) She made hot coffee.
3) The crane could not eat the porridge.
4) The crane was happy.
5) The crane poured vegetable soup into a narrow jug.
6) The crane ate all the soup himself.

3. Arrange the sentences into a logical order.

1) The crane could not eat it.
2) The fox ate all the porridge.
3) The crane and the fox are no longer friends.
4) The fox invited the crane to dinner.
5) The crane could not eat the vegetable soup.
6) The crane was angry.

4. Retell the story.

*narrow  – нарæг
*to try  – архайын, фæлварын
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Shopping For Clothes

Every people wear clothes. Bibo and his sister were 
in the shop and bought new clothes.

Look at them.
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1. Look at the pictures of different clothes.

4. Say what you like to wear and what 
you liked to wear before.

5. Ask your friend what he (she) liked to wear. 

Example: – Did you like to wear jeans or trousers?
       – I liked to wear trousers.

2. Say what this boy is wearing.

3. Say what this girl is wearing.

WE LEARN

Hello! Come in, please.
Take off your hat.

take off – ласын

ибкæ
skirt

къепкæ
cap

батинкæтæ
boots

худ
hat

пъалто
coat

хъарм хæдон
sweater

хæлаф
trousers

джинстæ
jeans

Please, put on your hat.
It’s cold outside.

put on – уæлæ кæнын
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6. Phonetic exercise.

cat
tap
have
rat

blue
root
food
crew

speak
meet
eat
teach

head
tread
bread
pleasure

her
girl
turn
verb

7. Learn to read these words and expressions.

 where, there, bear, wear – wore. Why did you wear 
a hat yesterday? It was warm outside. Mike wore warm 
trousers and warm hat yesterday.

 fat, stand, bad, hat, cap. Do you wear a hat or a cap? 
I bought a beautiful cap in the shop. Mr. Brown wears a 
cap, he never wears a hat. Her grandmother is wearing 
a red hat.

 tone, note, coat, a coat – coats, a brown coat. What 
colour is your coat? Do you like to wear a coat? Yes, I 
do. Take off your coat. It is warm here.

 boot – boots, old boots, new boots. Do you wear boots 
when you go to school or when you go for a walk?

 eat, clean, jeans, a pair of jeans, blue jeans. My 
mother wants to buy me a new pair of blue jeans. 
George is wearing jeans. Where can I buy a pair of black 
jeans?

 head, bread, sweater, a sweater – sweaters, a nice 
sweater, a white and blue sweater. This sweater goes 
well with jeans.

 now, out, how, trousers. These trousers are not 
black. I’d like to have black trousers. Where can I buy 
them?

 bird, skirt, a skirt – skirts, a short skirt, a long skirt. 
Madina is wearing a short black skirt. Do you like to 
wear a skirt or jeans?

WE LISTEN

8. Work in pairs. Discuss what you think of the clothes.

Example: A: I think  the coat is nice.
       B: I think the sweater is bad.

WE TALK
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9. Soslan and David are two Ossetian boys. They are going 
to visit their friends during the school holidays. Soslan is 
going to Siberia and David to Africa. Which clothes are they 
going to take?

11. Complete the sentences.

1. Kate wore warm … and warm … yesterday.
2. What coulor is your …?
3. Do you wear … when you go for a walk?
4. Where can I buy a pair of  blue …?
5. This … goes well with jeans.

trousers, hat, coat, jeans, sweater, boots 

10. Learn to write these words.

WE WRITE

wear – wore, take off, put on, coat, hat, cap, boots, 
jeans, sweater, trousers, skirt, mittens, shorts

sweater

shorts

jeans

coat
cap

boots
mittens

hat
T-shirt
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WE LEARN

Remember!
Degrees of Comparison of the Adjectives 

Миногонты бæрцбарæнтæ 
Миниуæгæвдисæг миногонтæ æмæ фæрс-

дзырдты грамматикон категори нысан кæны 
предметы кæнæ архайды миниуæг, иннæтимæ 
абаргæйæ. Aнглисаг æвзаджы миногонтæн ис 
æртæ бæрцбарæны: бындурон бæрц, барæн 
бæрц, уæлахизон бæрц.

Барæн бæрц арæзт цæуы, миногонты райди-
ан формæмæ фæсæфтуан -er бафтаугæйæ.

Зæгъæм: small – smaller.
Уæлахизон бæрц арæзт цæуы, миногонты 

райдиан формæмæ фæсæфтуан -est бафтау-
гæйæ.

Зæгъæм: small – smaller – (the) smallest,
clever – cleverer – (the) cleverest.

Бирæнысаниуæгон миногонты бæрцбарæн-
тæ арæзт цæуынц æндæрхуызон – дзырдтæ 
more кæнæ most бафтаугæйæ.

Зæгъæм: beautiful – more beautiful – 
(the) most beautiful,
interesting – more interesting – 
(the) most interesting. 

Англисаг æвзаджы ис, сæ бæрцбарæнтæ 
фæткмæ гæсгæ аразгæ кæмæн не сты, ахæм 
миногонтæ:

good – better – the best
bad – worse – the worst

Миногонты бæрцбарæнты растфыссынад:
nice – nicer – (the) nicest
large – larger – (the) largest
big – bigger – (the) biggest
hot – hotter – (the) hottest
happy – happier – (the) happiest
funny – funnier – (the) funniest
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1. Compare.

You’ve got bigger 
ears than me.

Yes, but you’ve got 
longer nose than me.

But I am stronger than you. I am the strongest of all of us!
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2. What do we know about them? These adjectives will help 
you.

Aslan
Age: 25
House: 5 rooms
Animals: cat

David
Age: 30 
House: 4 rooms
Animals: cat

Tom
Age: 35 
House: 3 rooms
Animals: cat

3. Make up sentences.

Ann’s toys
Mike’s cat
Zalina’s jam
That woman
That chair
Mrs. Grey’s sweater
Robin’s jeans
Elephant’s nose

was
were

bigger
tastier
cleverer
nicer
more
beautiful
worse
longer

than Tom’s

old, short, big, small, good

4. Learn this poem by heart.

Where are you going, 
My little kittens?
We are going to town
To get us some mittens.
What! Mittens for kittens!
Do kittens wear mittens?
Who ever saw little kittens with mittens?

WE LEARN BY HEART
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5. Listen to the dialogue in Ossetian and try to dramatize it 
in English. The Ossetian variant given below will help you. 
Learn these new words and expressions.

*мæн аккаг – my size 
*къаба – dress 
*зымæгон – winter 
*тæнæг – light 
*сæрдыгон – summer 
*абарын – to try on
*хорз дыл фидауы – it suits you well
*зынаргъ – expensive 

Дуканийы
Зарæ: Зæгъ-ма, дæ хорзæхæй, мæн аккаг* къабатæ* 

уæм нæй?
Уæйгæнæг: Куыннæ! Цавæр дæ хъæуы: зымæгон* 

къаба æви тæнæг*, сæрдыгон*?
Зарæ: Тынг тæнæг нæ, уалдзæгмæ мæ хъæуы.
Уæйгæнæг: Цавæр хуыз дæ зæрдæмæ цæуы?
Зарæ: Урс кæнæ кæрдæгхуыз.
Уæйгæнæг: Мæнæ-ма ацы къаба абар*.
Зарæ: Фидауы мыл æви мын æгæр цыбыр у?
Уæйгæнæг:  Нæу дын цыбыр, хорз дыл фидауы*, 

райс æй.
Зарæ: Цæй аргъ у?
Уæйгæнæг: Зынаргъ* нæу, фондзсæдæ сомы.
Зарæ: Бузныг дын.
Уæйгæнæг: Æнæнизæй йæ фæдар.

6. Read the dialogue. Repeat it after the teacher and learn it.

– Hello! What can I do for you?
– Hello! Do you have hats?
– Yes, of course. We have many hats. What colour and 

size would you like?
– I’d like a white hat. The biggest hat you have.
– Here you are. What else?
– Can I try them on?
– Of course. They suit you well.
– Thank you very much. I like them.

WE LISTEN

WE READ
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7. Tell your friends what you wear when you go for a walk, 
when you go to school.

8. Describe what your classmate is wearing now.

9. Write six questions. Begin them with: did, who, when, 
whom, what, what colour.

Yesterday Mother bought her son a hat and white 
trousers.

10. Choose the correct word and copy these sentences.

1. Mike is (clever, cleverer, the biggest) than George.
2. The (big, bigger, biggest) animal is the elephant.
3. The Kaitov’s family has a (small, smaller, the smal-
lest) house.
4. This book is (interesting, more interesting, the most 
interesting) than Ann’s book.
5. This dress is (bad, worse, the worst) in this shop.

1. Look at the pictures of different clothes which Zalina 
bought for her sister and brother in the shop. Learn these 
words by heart.

WE TALK

WE WRITE

WE LEARN

shirt jacket

tights

shoes

raincoat

sandals high boots

blouse
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2. Mother Fox sent her daughter to the market. Tell what 
she must buy.

3. Tell what you must do every day.

Example: I must do exercises every day.

4. Tell what you mustn’t do every day.

Example: I mustn’t go to school on Sunday.

Remember!
Модалон мивдисæг must æвдисы, æнæ-

мæнг бакæнын кæй хъæуы, ахæм архайд.
Ныхас must-ы фæстæ хайыг to фыссæн 

нæй.
Зæгъæм: You must wear this coat.

Ды хъуамæ скæнай ацы пъалто.
You mustn’t swim there.
Уым ма ленк кæн.

2 kilos of cucumbers
3 kilos of apples 
a bottle of milk
two loaves of bread
a jar of jam
a pair of jeans
two jackets – white and 
black
white and blue sweaters
a pair of sandals
three shirts 

You must buy 
cucumbers...
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5. Tell what we must or mustn’t do in summer and in winter.

In winter we must … .
In summer we must … .
In winter we mustn’t … .
In summer we mustn’t … .

swim in the river, wear mittens, ride a bicycle, play 
snowballs, go for a walk, wear raincoat, wear tights, wear 
sandals.

6. Learn to read new words and expressions.

 a shoe – shoes, a right shoe, a left shoe, new shoes, 
old shoes. My new shoes are so beautiful! The most 
beautiful in the world! 
high boots. When it is very cold I usually wear high 
boots.

 a jacket – jackets, an old jacket, a black jacket. My 
mother bought me a blue jacket. Do you like to wear a 
jacket or a coat? 
sandals. My new sandals are better than my old sandals. 
I usually wear sandals in summer.

 mouse, house, blouse – blouses, a beautiful blouse.  
Do you wear your blouse with your black skirt? 

 a shirt – shirts, a grey shirt. What colour shirts do 
you like? I like grey and white shirts, and you? 

 right, tights, blue tights, grey tights, new tights. 
Kitty doesn’t like to wear tights, but she must wear 
them, it is cold outside.

 rain, tail, a raincoat – raincoats. I don’t often wear 
my raincoat. What size raincoat do you wear?

7. Read the dialogue and try to dramatize it.

The Snow White and Her Dwarfs*
S. W.: It’s high time to go to school! Dwarfs, put on 

your school uniform.
Dwarf № 1: Snow White, but I can’t find my coat and 

my mittens, it is cold outside.
S. W.: Here they are. Dwarf № 2, why are you still 

sleeping? Where is your uniform?
Dwarf № 2: I don’t know. What colour is it? 

WE READ
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S. W.: Your uniform is blue. Get up! Be quick and put 
on your blue uniform.

Dwarf № 3: Snow White, where are my high boots and 
my tights? I can’t find them.

S. W.: They are under your bed. Be quick! You mustn’t 
be late for your lessons. Oh, Dwarf № 4, you must iron 
your uniform.

Dwarf № 5: Snow White, my shoes are old. Let’s go 
shopping today.

Dwarf № 6: I’m ready to go to school.
Dwarf № 7: I’m ready to go to school.

*dwarf  – гном
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8. It is an interview. Answer the questions.

1) What do you wear when it is cold?
2) What colour is your coat?
3) What do you put on when you go to school?
4) What colour is your uniform?
5) Who irons your clothes?
6) What do you wear when it is warm?
7) Do you like to wear jeans?
8) What size shoes or sandals do you have?
9) Do you like to go shopping?
10) With whom do you usually go shopping?
11) What do you wear when you go for a walk with your 
dog?

9. Tell how Alan went shopping.

1) Was it cold outside?
2) What did Alan want to 
have?

1) Where was Alan last 
Sunday?
2) Why did he come here?
3) What did he ask the 
shop-assistant?

1) What did he buy in the 
shop?
2) Was Alan happy?

WE TALK
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10. Describe this character and tell what his name is. 

11. Mrs. White tells his children what they must or mustn’t 
do.

Example: You must do your homework.
1) get up early
2) to be late for school
3) wash your hands
4) iron your uniform
5) eat much ice-cream
6) go for a walk with the dog
7) read books
8) lie on the sofa
9) play computer games all day long
10) wear hat and mittens when it is cold

WE WRITE
12. Do ex. 11 in written form.

13. Complete the sentences with must or mustn’t.

1) Mary, you … put on you hat. It is not cold.
2) I … do my homework before going for a walk.
3) You … get up so early. It is Sunday today.
4) Ahshar … go to the doctor. He is ill.
5) Boys and girls … clean their teeth three times a day.

14. Learn to write these words:

raincoat, tights, shirt, jacket, blouse, shoes,
sandals, high boots
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1. Work in pairs. Find the differences between Victor and 
his brother Sam.

Example: Victor is shorter than Sam.
       Victor’s shoes are brown, and Sam’s…

WE TALK

REVISION LESSON

2. Find an old photo of your parents or grandparents. 
Describe what they are wearing.

3. Imagine your mother came from the shop. She bought 
clothes. What did she buy?

Example: Did you buy a sweater?
       Yes, I did. No, I didn’t.

4. Imagine you are at your friend’s birthday party. Say what 
you are wearing.

5. Imagine you are in the shop. Ask the saleswoman the 
clothes you want, its colour, size. Make up a dialogue.

6. Learn the poem.

Shoes and boots,
Boots and shoes,
Come and buy
The size you use.

Try them on
Before you choose,
Shoes and boots,
Boots and shoes.

Sam Victor
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WE READ

TEST

7. Read the story and retell it.

David and his little sister Ann went for a walk. It 
was a cold day. David put on his warm brown trousers, 
a sweater, a cap, a jacket, warm boots and mittens. Ann 
put on a warm sweater, blue jeans, a coat, high boots, a 
warm hat and mittens. They took their dog Barsik with 
them. The dog didn’t have a coat or boots on and soon he 
was very cold. Barsik wanted to go home. The children 
were sorry for the dog and went home.

8. Do you remember new words from Unit IV?

1. Fill in the missing letters.

coat, hat, cap, boots, trousers, jeans, sweater, skirt, 
shorts, T-shirts, mittens, take off, put on, wear – 
wore, dress, size, raincoat, tight, shirt, jacket, 
blouse, shoes, sandals, high boots, small – smaller – 
(the) smallest, clever – cleverer – (the) cleverest, 
beautiful – more beautiful – (the) most beautiful, 
good – better – the best, bad – worse – the worst, 
nice – nicer – (the) nicest, large – larger – (the) 
largest, big – bigger – (the) biggest, hot – hotter – 
(the) hottest, happy – happier – (the) happiest, 
funny – funnier – (the) funniest

OPTIONAL LESSON

bl… ...se
ski…t

sw…ater
je…ns

mit…ens
rainc…at

hig… b... …ts
h…t

sho…s
ja…ket
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2. Choose the right variant.

1. You … be late for school.
a) must   b) mustn’t

2. I … clean my teeth every day.
a) must    b) mustn’t

3. Mary … wear a warm sweater. It is not cold.
a) must   b) mustn’t

4. Pete, you … read books.
a) must   b) mustn’t

5. You … eat much ice-cream.
a) must   b) mustn’t

3. Write the degrees of comparison of these adjectives.

nice __________________
bad ___________________
large _________________
big ___________________
beautiful ______________
funny _________________
good __________________

_________________________
_________________________
_________________________
_________________________
_________________________
_________________________
_________________________

4. Underline the correct word.

1) My blouse is more beautiful ⁄ beautiful than my jeans.
2) She is better ⁄ the best in our class.
3) What a nice ⁄ nicest day!
4) This book is interesting ⁄ the most interesting of all.
5) These monkeys are funny ⁄ funnier than those mon-
keys.

5. Translate from Ossetian into English.
1. Дæ пъалто ’скæн. Уазал у.
2. Мæ мад мын балхæдта дыууæ худы.
3. Митя, ды хъуамæ алы райсом æмæ алы изæр дæр 
дæ дæндæгтæ ’хсай. 
4. Æз æмæ ме ’мбæлттæ хъарм дзаумæттæ скодтам æмæ 
ацыдыстæм дзоныгътыл бырынмæ.
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HOME-READING
Read the first part of the tale about the three bears.

A Little Girl and the Three Bears
Once upon a time there were three bears. There was 

a great big Father Bear, not very big Mother Bear, and 
a little Baby Bear. They lived together in a house in a 
wood*.

One morning Mother Bear made porridge for breakfast 
and filled* three bowls* with it. There was a big bowl for 
Father Bear, not very big bowl for Mother Bear, and a 
little bowl for Baby Bear. The porridge was too hot to eat 
and they went for a walk.

That day a little girl was in the wood. She saw a house 
and knocked* at the door. There was no answer. She 
opened the door and went in. She saw the Bears’s three 
chairs: very big chair, not very big chair and a little 
chair. She sat on the little chair and broke* it. Then she 
saw porridge. The girl was very hungry*, and ate all the 
porridge in Baby Bear’s little bowl. Then she saw three 
beds and decided to sleep*. The little bed was comfortable 
for the little girl and she fell asleep.

*wood  – хъæд
*to fill  – дзаг кæнын
*bowl  – къус
*to knock  – хойын
*to break – broke  – сæттын
*hungry  – æххормаг
*to sleep  – фынæй кæнын
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1. Answer the questions:

1) Who lived in a house in a wood?
2) What did Mother Bear make for breakfast?
3) Why did the family go for a walk?
4) Who knocked at the Bears’s door?
5) Was there anybody in the house when the little girl 
came in?
6) What did she break in the Bears’s house? In what way? 
7) What was there in the bowl?
8) Did the little girl eat porridge?
9) Where did she decide to sleep?
10) Was the bed comfortable?

2. Say who:

1) lived together in a house in a wood;
2) made porridge for breakfast;
3) came to the house where the three bears lived.

3. Match the two parts of the sentences.

4. Complete the sentences.

1. They lived together in a house in a … .
2. Mother Bear … three bowls with porridge.
3. The girl ate all the porridge in Baby Bear’s little … .
4. She saw a house and … at the door.
5. She sat on a little chair and … it.
6. The girl ate all the porridge because she was very … . 
7. She saw three beds and decided … .

5. Retell the first part of the tale about the three bears.

1)

2)

3)

4)

The three Bears went 
for a walk

She knocked at the door 

She ate Baby Bear’s 
porridge

She fell asleep on Baby 
Bear’s bed

but there was no answer.

because she was very 
hungry.

because their porridge 
was too hot.

because it was very 
comfortable.
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My Favourite Season

A year is divided into seasons and months. There 
are four seasons and twelve months in a year. Look 
at Bibo. What does he usually do in each season?
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WE LEARN
1. Look at the pictures and name the seasons.

Example: It’s … .

2. Say what season comes after.

Example: After summer comes … .

winter
зымæг

summer
сæрд

autumn
фæззæг

spring
уалдзæг
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3. Look at the pictures and say what these children like to 
do in winter, summer, spring, autumn.

Example: The girl likes to skate in winter.
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4. Look at the pictures and say.

It often snows in winter.

It often rains in autumn.

The sun shines in spring 
and summer.
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Remember!
What is the weather like today?
Цавæр у боныхъæд абон?

5. Answer the questions.

1) Is it cold in winter (summer)?
2) Is it warm in spring (winter)?
3) Is it hot in summer (autumn)?
4) Does it often rain in autumn, summer or winter?
5) Does it often snow in winter or spring?
6) When does it often rain?
7) When does it often snow?
8) When is it hot (warm, cold)?
9) What season do you like? Why?
10) What is the weather like today?

6. Learn to read new words and sentences.

 draw, four, autumn. Autumn is yellow. Is it warm or 
cold in autumn? There are a lot of fruit and vegetables in 
autumn.

 milk, drink, winter. Winter is white. It is very cold in 
winter. George likes winter very much, as he can sledge, 
skate and ski.
spring. Spring is green. Birds sing songs in spring. The 
trees and grass are green in spring.

 under, uncle, summer. Summer is bright. It is hot in 
summer. We usually go to the country in summer.

 go, know, snow, to snow. It often snows in winter. 
There is much snow in the street, we can sledge. 

 grey, plate, rain, to rain. It often rains in autumn. It 
is raining now. I don’t like rain.

 fine, line, to shine – shone. The sun is shining 
brightly in summer.

 plum, cup, but, sun. It's very warm when the sun 
shines.

WE READ
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7. Read the text and guess what season it is.

a) It is cold. There is a lot of snow in the streets, on the 
houses, on the trees. The trees are white with snow.

b) It is warm. It is not hot. There is a lot of water in the 
streets. It doesn’t snow. The trees and grass are green.

c) It is hot. The birds sing songs. We can swim. We can 
play volleyball and football on the green grass, the sun 
shines brightly.

d) It often rains. It is cold. Children begin to go to school. 
There are a lot of fruit and vegetables.

8. Learn by heart this poem.

The snow is falling,
The wind is blowing,
The ground is white
All day and all night,
The ground is white
All day and all night.

9. Tell what weather we have in our town.

10. Tell what clothes you wear in summer, winter, spring, 
autumn.

WE LEARN BY HEART

WE TALK

WE WRITE
11. Write what fruit and vegetables you eat in summer, 
winter, spring, autumn.

Example: I eat oranges in winter.

12. Learn to write these words.

autumn, spring, winter, summer, snow, 
rain, sun, to shine – shone, weather
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WE LEARN

Remember!
Cardinal Numerals 

Бæрцон нымæцонтæ
Нымæцон хуыйны, предметтæн нымайгæ-

йæ сæ нымæц, сæ бæрц, сæ рæнхъæвæрд чи 
февдисы, ахæм ныхасы хай.

Нымæцонтæ вæййынц: хуымæтæг, вазыг-
джын æмæ амад.

Хуымæтæг нымæцонтæ арæзт цæуынц иу-
гай уидæгтæй.
иу – one     æхсæз – six  сæдæ – 
дыууæ – two    авд – seven  hundred
æртæ – three    аст – eight
цыппар – four    фараст– nine
фондз – five    дæс – ten

Вазыгджын нымæцонтæ арæзт цæуынц 
дыууæ хайæ:
æртын + дæс – thir + teen    twen + ty – ссæдз
цыппæрдæс – fourteen    thirty – æртын
фынддæс – fifteen     forty – цыппор
æхсæрдæс – sixteen     fifty – фæндзай
æвддæс – seventeen     sixty – æхсай
æстдæс – eighteen     seventy – æвдай
нудæс – nineteen     eighty – æстай
        ninety – нæуæдз

«Иуæндæс» æмæ «дыууадæс» англисаг 
æвзаджы хуымæтæг сты: eleven, twelve.

Амад нымæцонтæ арæзт цæуынц дыгай 
кæнæ фылдæр хуымæтæг йе та вазыгджын 
нымæцонтæй:
дыууын иу – twenty one
æртын æртæ – thirty three
фæндзай æхсæз – fifty six
иу сæдæ цыппор дыууæ – one hundred and 

forty two
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1. Read and translate.

There are twelve months in a year.
There are thirty or thirty one days in a month.
There are four weeks in a month.
There are seven days in a week.
There are three hundred and sixty five or three hundred 
and sixty six days in a year.

2. Say in words.

11, 13, 17, 19, 14, 12, 16, 15, 18,
40, 30, 90, 50, 70, 60, 20, 80, 100
68, 56, 87, 31, 42, 99, 22, 79, 84,
101, 125, 343, 456, 555, 678, 720, 839, 911.

3. What number comes:

after: 15, 10, 18, 20, 17, 100, 98, 56, 77, 44?
before: 16, 19, 39, 42, 99, 77, 52, 66, 25, 250?

4. Say quickly how much it is.

Example: 15 + 5 = 20 – fifteen and five is twenty.
25 + 10 = ?  56 + 4 = ?
100 + 100 = ?  77 + 13 = ?
5 + 9 = ?   40 + 30 = ?
32 + 8 = ?   200 + 50 = ?
4 + 4 = ?   31 + 31 = ?

5. Look at the table and say.

Example: There are 44 sweaters in the shop “Star”.

Winter 
clothes

Names of the shops
“Star” “Megapolis” “Sela” “Amigo”

sweater
mittens
high boots
trousers
hat
coat

44
32
25
101
230
50

26
16
63
203
11
40

20
18
27
65
98
139

16
22
50
49
88
31
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WE LISTEN

WE READ

WE TALK

6. Listen and repeat:

thirteen
fourteen
fifteen
sixteen
seventeen
eighteen
nineteen

twenty 
thirty 
forty 
fifty 
sixty
seventy 
eighty 
ninety

hundred

7. a) Read the text about Azamat and Zalina.

The Bird’s Friends
It was a cold winter day. Azamat and Zalina were at 

home. It was warm in the room. Zalina looked out of the 
window and saw a little bird. She said to Azamat, “Oh, 
look, Azamat! There is a little bird in the tree. I think 
the bird is cold and wants to eat.”

“Let’s give it some bread and apples,” said Azamat.
“That's a good idea. Birds like fruit.”
The children gave the bird some bread and apple.
The bird ate the bread and the apple and said, “Cheep! 

Cheep! Cheep!”
The bird said, “Thank you very much, Zalina and 

Azamat!”
b) Answer the questions.

Was it winter or summer?
Where were the children?
Did they see a bird in a tree?
What did they give to the bird?
Do you help birds in winter?
What do you give the birds to eat?

8. Tell how old is your mother (father, grandmother, 
grandfather, aunt, uncle, sister, brother, cousin).
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WE WRITE

WE LEARN
1. Look at this calendar. There are twelve months in a year. 
Name them.

9. Learn to write these words.

one – eleven, two – twelve, three – thirteen, four – 
fourteen, five – fifteen, six – sixteen, seven – 
seventeen, eight – eighteen, nine – nineteen, ten, 
twenty, thirty, forty, fifty, sixty, seventy, eighty, 
ninety, hundred, month, year, week
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2. Name all the months of the year.

3. Say what month comes after March (February, etc.).

There are three months 
in winter: 
December
January
February

There are three months 
in summer: 
June
July
August

There are three months 
in spring:
March
April
May

There are three months 
in autumn:
September
October
November
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4. Agree or disagree.

There are ten months in a year.
There are thirty days in February.
The winter months are: December, January, February.
The spring months are: June, July, August.
The summer months are: March, April, May.
The autumn months are: September, October, November.
We go to school in June.
We skate in January.
We swim in July.

WE LEARN BY HEART

WE READ
6. Learn to read the words and sentences.

December , in December. December is the 
winter month. It often snows in December.
January , in January. It is cold in January. 
There is much snow in the streets in January.
February , in February. What is your favourite 
season? It is winter. I have birthday in winter, in 
February.
March , in March. It’s not very warm in March 
and it is not very cold. I don’t like March.
April , in April. How many days are there in 
April? There are 30 days in April.
May , in May. It is warm in May. The trees and the 
grass are green in May.
June , in June. June is summer month. The sun 
shines brightly in June.

5. Learn this poem by heart.

Summer is over,
September comes.
October and November
Are also autumn months.
September is the month
When school begins.
“It’s time to work,”
The school-bell sings.
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WE TALK
8. What type of weather do you like (what season, month)? 
Why?

July , in July. July is the hottest month in 
summer.
August , in August. In June, July and August 
children don’t go to school.
September , in September. Children go to 
school in September.
October , in October. It often rains in October. 
The days grow shorter.
November , in November. There are 30 days 
in November. 

7. Read this dialogue and say what seasons Ted and David 
like and why.

My Favourite Season
Ted: Do you like winter, David?
David: Yes, I do. It is my favourite season. You can 

skate, ski, play snowballs*, make snowmen*, sledge. The 
streets, houses and trees are white. It is a beautiful* season.

Ted: Well, but I like summer. It is hot in summer. The 
sun shines brightly. The grass and leaves* on the trees are 
green. We can swim, play football, volleyball.

David: You are right. And what about autumn? Do you 
like it?

Ted: Yes, I do. There are a lot of vegetables and fruit in 
autumn. The leaves on the trees are of different* 
colours – yellow, red, orange and brown. It’s so beautiful. 
But it often rains in autumn. I don’t like it.

David: We have one more season. It is spring. I like it 
so much. It is warm in spring. The air* is fresh*. All the 
seasons are beautiful.

*snowball  – миты къуыбар
*snowman  – митын лæг
*beautiful  – рæсугъд
*leaf – leaves  – сыф – сыфтæ
*different  – алыхуызон
*air  – уæлдæф
*fresh  – сыгъдæг
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WE WRITE
10. Learn to write these words:

December, January, February, March, April, 
May, June, July, August, September, October, 
November

11. Crossword puzzle.

Across:   
1. Сæдæ
2. Тæргæйтты мæй
3. Æртхъирæны мæй
4. Кæфты мæй

Down:   
1. Цыппурсы мæй
2. Зæрдæвæрæны мæй
3. Хуымгæнæны мæй
4. Тъæнджы мæй

4

1 1

2

3 3

4

I like … .
I don’t like ... .

9. What weather do you have in Ossetia-Alania in January 
(February, etc.)?

Example: In January it often snows.
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WE LEARN

Remember!
Ordinal Numerals 

Рæнхъон нымæцонтæ 
Рæнхъон нымæцон хуыйны, предметтæн 

нымайгæйæ сæ рæнхъæвæрд чи февдисы, уый. 
Домынц фарстатæ: цалæм? цалæймаг?

фыццаг – the first 
дыккаг – the second
æртыккаг – the third

Рæнхъон нымæцонтæ арæзт цæуынц кæ-
рон -th бафтаугæйæ.

цыппæрæм – the fourth
фæндзæм – the fifth
æхсæзæм – the sixth
æвдæм – the seventh
æстæм – the eighth
фарæстæм – the ninth
дæсæм – the tenth
иуæндæсæм – the eleventh
дыууадæсæм – the twelfth
æртындæсæм – the thirteenth
цыппæрдæсæм – the fourteenth
фынддæсæм – the fifteenth
æхсæрдæсæм – the sixteenth
æвддæсæм – the seventeenth
æстдæсæм – the eighteenth
нудæсæм – the nineteenth
дыууынæм – the twentieth
æртынæм – the thirtieth
цыппорæм – the fortieth
фæндзайæм – the fiftieth
æхсайæм – the sixtieth
æвдайæм – the seventieth
æстайæм – the eightieth
нæуæдзæм – the ninetieth
сæдæймаг – the hundredth
дыууын фыццæгæм – the twenty first
æхсай фæндзæм – the sixty fifth
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1. Read and translate.

1) December is the first winter month.
2) April is the second spring month.
3) August is the third summer month.
4) April is the fourth month of the year.
5) May is the fifth month of the year.
6) June is the sixth month of the year.
7) July is the seventh month of the year.
8) August is the eighth month of the year.
9) September is the ninth month of the year.
10) October is the tenth month of the year.
11) November is the eleventh month of the year.
12) December is the twelfth month of the year.

2. Say in words.

Example: 13 – thirteen – the thirteenth.
10, 15, 16, 12, 19, 20, 65, 78, 100, 90, 33.

3. Competition. Tell who is the first (second, etс.) character 
from fairy-tales.
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Remember!
on the first of January – тъæнджы 
мæйы фыццæгæм бон

4. Say what date it is today and what date it was yesterday.

Example: It is the nineteenth of January today.
       It was the eighteenth of January yesterday.

5. Say when you have your birthday.

Example: I have my birthday on the twenty seventh of 
February.
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8. Choose and read aloud the sentences first about autumn, 
then about winter.

It’s usually very cold in that season. It often rains. It 
often snows. There are no leaves on the trees. The leaves 
on the trees are green, yellow, red and brown. The leaves 
fall* from the trees. There is a lot of snow. Children often 
ski and skate and play with snowballs. The days are 
shorter and the nights* are longer than in summer. In 
that season the days are the shortest and the nights are 
the longest. You can play hockey. You wear warm clothes: 
mittens, hat, high boots. You can’t swim because* the 
water is cold.

*to fall  – хауын
*night  – æхсæв
*because  – уымæн æмæ

6. Say in words:

1/I, 9/V, 8/III, 23/II, 31/XII, 7/XI, 1/IX, 3/I, 29/IV, 21/VI, 
30/VII.

9. Think of one of the seasons, describe it and let your 
friends guess what season it is.

10. Say which month is the first (second, etc.).

7. Listen and repeat.

the first 
the second
the fourth
the fifth
the sixth
the seventh
the eighth
the ninth
the tenth

the twelfth
the thirteenth
the fourteenth
the fifteenth
the sixteenth
the seventeenth
the eighteenth
the nineteenth

WE LISTEN

WE READ

WE TALK
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1. a) Choose and read aloud words on the topic “Seasons”.

Winter, coffee, kitchen, year, to be over, potatoes, 
spring, September, warm, first, rain, chair, hat, cold, 
big, to begin – began, to run – ran, snowballs, beautiful, 
thirteen, snowman, night, apples, to come – came, long, 
bathroom, weather.

b) Now find new words in this list and translate them.

WE LEARN BY HEART

WE WRITE

WE LEARN

the first, the second, the third, the fourth, the 
fifth, the sixth, the seventh, the eighth, the 
ninth, the tenth, the eleventh, the twelfth, the 
thirteenth, the fourteenth, the fifteenth, the 
sixteenth, the seventeenth, the eighteenth, the 
nineteenth, the twentieth, the thirtieth, the 
fortieth, the fiftieth, the sixtieth, the seventieth, 
the eightieth, the ninetieth, the hundredth

11. Learn this poem by heart.

Rain
Don’t you love to lie and listen,
Listen to the rain,
With its little patter, patter,
And its tiny clatter, clatter,
And its silvery spatter, spatter
On the roof and on the pane?
Yes, I love to lie and listen,
Listen to the rain.
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2. Translate these sentences.

Winter begins in December and it is over in February.
When spring is over summer comes.
Peter runs faster than Kate.

3. Answer the questions.

1) How many months are there in a year?
2) What are the names of the months?
3) How many seasons are there in a year?
4) How many months are there in a season?
5) When does winter begin?
6) When is winter over?
7) When does spring begin?
8) When is spring over?
9) When does summer begin?
10) When is summer over?
11) When does autumn begin?
12) When is autumn over?
13) When does the school year begin?
14) When is the school year over? 

4. Make up a story about winter in a chain.

The teacher says to the first player a sentence, “It is 
winter.” The first player repeats this sentence and adds 
another sentence, “It is winter. It is very cold.”

WE LEARN BY HEART
5. Learn this poem by heart.

Spring
Spring is here,
Summer is near,
Grass is green,
So nice and clean.
Winter, Spring, Summer, fall* 
I like spring best of all.

*fall  – фæззæг (америкаг)
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6. Listen to the text and try to translate it into Ossetian.

There are four seasons in a year. They are winter, 
spring, summer, autumn.

It’s cold in winter. There is a lot of snow in the streets, 
on the trees and houses. It often snows in winter. The 
days are short in winter and the nights are long.

It’s warm in spring. Birds sing songs. The trees and 
grass are green.

It is hot in summer. The days are long, the nights are 
short in summer. The children can swim in summer. 
They don't go to school. They play all day long.

Autumn is a cold season, but it is beautiful. The trees 
are yellow, red and brown. It often rains. School begins in 
autumn.

7. Learn to read words and sentences.

to be over . School is over in May. Our lessons are 
over. Let's go to the Zoo. When is winter over? Winter is 
over in February.
to begin – began . The children began to 
read the book yesterday. Autumn begins in September.
to come – came . Zalina came home and 
began to iron. Mike usually comes to school in time. 
Summer comes after spring.
to run – ran . Boys, run to me! I have 
bananas, apples, pears and plums.

8. Read the story and give a name to it.

It was autumn, a cold season. The days were short and 
the nights were long and cold. It was very cold in the 
forest*. 

Little Bear was at home. It was dull* at home. He 
went for a walk. He wanted to play with his bear-friends. 
But they were at home. He wanted to swim but the water 
in the river* was very cold. He wanted to eat but there 
was not any fruit and vegetables in the forest. He went 
home.

His Mother Bear was very glad to see him. She said, 

WE LISTEN

WE READ
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9. Bibo was in Africa two weeks ago. 
How do you think what he can tell about it? 

10. Learn to write these words.

WE TALK

WE WRITE

“Do you want apples?” “Yes, I do. Thank you, Mum!”
The apples were so tasty! It was so warm at home. And 

Mother was with him.
There is no place like home.

*forest  – хъæд
*dull  – æнкъард
*river  – цæугæдон

to be over, to begin – began, 
to come – came, to run – ran
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1. Look at the pictures and describe them.

Winter in Russia

Summer in America

Autumn in England

Spring in France

WE TALK

2. What is the weather like in the world?

London BerlinSt. Petersburg MoscowVladikavkaz Paris
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3. Work in pairs. 

Ask your friend about his ⁄ her favourite season. And 
answer your friend’s questions.

4. Find the photo or picture of summer (winter) and describe 
it.

5. Answer the questions.

1) How many seasons are there in a year?
2) What seasons are they?
3) What is the hottest season of the year?
4) What is the coldest season of the year?
5) When does it often rain?
6) When does it often snow?
7) What is your favourite season?
8) What can you say about spring?
9) What can you say about autumn?
10) What can you say about summer?
11) What can you say about winter?
12) What games can you play in winter? 
13) What games can you play in summer?
14) What clothes do you wear in summer?
15) What clothes do you wear in winter?
16) What fruit and vegetables can you eat in summer 
(winter)?
17) How many months are there in a year?
18) What are the autumn months?
19) What are the winter months?
20) What are the spring months?
21) What are the summer months?

6. Some countries have four seasons and some have only 
two. Do you have only two? Do you know what countries 
have only two seasons?

Example: I think there are ________ seasons in _________. 
They are ______________ .

Australia
Britain
Canada
Egypt
France 
India

Georgia
Mexico
Pakistan
Russia 
Africa
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7. Let’s remember the words from Unit V.

1. Fill in the missing letters.

s…mmer
…ut…mn
Ma…ch

A…gust
m…nth
sh…ne

we…k
f…rst
th…rty

autumn, spring, winter, summer, snow, rain, sun, 
to shine – shone, weather, one – eleven, two – 
twelve, three – thirteen, four – fourteen, five – 
fifteen, six – sixteen, seven – seventeen, eight – 
eighteen, nine – nineteen, ten, twenty, thirty, 
forty, fifty, sixty, seventy, eighty, ninety, hundred, 
month, year, week, December, January, February, 
March, April, May, June, July, August, September, 
October, November, the first, the second, the third, 
the fourth, the fifth, the sixth, the seventh, the 
eighth, the ninth, the tenth, the eleventh, the 
twelfth, the thirteenth, the fourteenth, the fifteenth, 
the sixteenth, the seventeenth, the eighteenth, 
the nineteenth, the twentieth, the thirtieth, the 
fortieth, the fiftieth, the sixtieth, the seventieth, the 
eightieth, the ninetieth, the hundredth, to be over, 
to begin – began, to come – came, to run – ran

OPTIONAL LESSON

OPTIONAL LESSON

TEST
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Read the tale about Red Riding Hood.

Red Riding Hood*
Once upon a time there was a little girl who was loved 

by all who knew her. Her grandmother made her a little 
red cloak* with a red hood. The cloak was so nice and 

2. Write in words.

3. Write in words.

Example: 8 – eight – the eighth
5, 21, 60, 35, 101, 88, 11, 48, 3, 73, 97, 18.

4. Translate:

а) иу – фыццаг    b) фынддæсæм
цыппар – цыппæрæм     æртындæсæм
æхсæз – æхсæзæм      нудæсæм
дæс – дæсæм

c) æстай æстæм
æвдай æвдæм
æхсай фæндзæм
дыууын фарæстæм

5. Answer the questions.

1. How many months are there in a year?
2. How many seasons are there in a year?
3. When does winter begin?
4. When does summer begin?
5. How many days are there in a year?

6. Translate.

1. Зымæджы бæлæстæ æмæ хæдзæрттæ вæййынц миты 
бын.
2. Сæрды мит нæ уары.
3. Ныртæккæ къæвда уары.
4. Сæрдыгон хур ирд цæстæй кæсы.
5. Къуырийы ис авд боны.

HOME-READING

e, F, b, u, y, r, a, r 
n, s, e, a, o, s 

g, u, A, s, t, u
e, p, e, e, m, b, r, S, t

i, n, t, w, e, r
y, M, a
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warm that she often wore it. She wore it so often that 
people* called her Red Riding Hood.

One day her mother said to her, “Red Riding Hood, 
take a basket with bread, cake and a piece of fresh butter 
and go to your grandmother. She is ill.”

Her mother gave her the basket with food. Red Riding  
Hood put on her red cloak and went to the forest.

Her grandmother lived in a wood. When Red Riding  
Hood was going through the wood* she met* a wolf. She 
didn't know that the wolf was a cruel* animal and she 
was not afraid* of him.

“Good morning, Red Riding Hood,” said the wolf.
“Good morning, wolf,” said Red Riding Hood.
“Where are you going?” asked the wolf.
“I am going to visit my grandmother who is ill,” 

answered Red Riding Hood.
“What have you in your basket?”
“I have some bread, a cake, and a piece* of fresh 

butter.”
“Where does your grandmother live?”
“She lives in the wood.”
“This pretty* little girl is a tasty dinner for me!” 

thought* the wolf.
“Look at the pretty flowers, Red Riding Hood! Gather* 

some flowers for your grandmother!”
“What a good idea*! I have to gather some flowers for 

my grandmother.”
Red Riding Hood was gathering the flowers in the wood 

and the wolf went to the grandmother’s house.
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1. Who said it?

1) “Take a basket with bread, cake and a piece of fresh 
butter.”
2) “Where are you going?”
3) “She lives in the wood.”
4) “This pretty little girl is a tasty dinner for me!”
5) “Gather some flowers for your grandmother!”

2. Agree or disagree.

1) A little girl was not loved by all.
2) The girl had a red cloak and a red hood.
3) People called her Red Riding Hood.
4) The wolf gave her the basket with food.
5) The grandmother lived in a wood.
6) Red Riding Hood met a wolf in the wood.
7) The girl didn’t talk to the wolf.

3. Answer the questions.

1) What did Red Riding Hood often wear?
2) Who made her a little red cloak with a red hood?
3) Where did mother send her daughter?
4) What was there in the basket?
5) Whom did Red Riding Hood meet?
6) Why wasn’t the girl afraid of the wolf?
7) What did the girl gather?
8) Where did the wolf go?

4. Retell the first part of the tale “Red Riding Hood”.

*Red Riding Hood  – Сырх Худ
*cloak  – пæлæз
*people  – адæм
*to go – went  – цæуын – ацыд
*through the wood  – хъæды уылты
*to meet – met  – амбæлын – амбæлд
*cruel  – хъæбæрзæрдæ
*was not afraid  – нæ тарст
*piece  – мур, къæртт
*pretty  – рæсугъд
*to think – thought  – хъуыды кæнын – хъуы-

ды кодта
*to gather  – æмбырд кæнын
*what a good idea  – тынг хорз хъуыды
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Holidays

There are a lot of nice Ossetian, Russian and 
English holidays that people celebrate in summer, 
winter, autumn and spring. Here you can see some of 
them.
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1. Look at the pictures and name the holidays. 

2. Tell what Ossetian, Russian and English holidays you 
know.

3. What holidays do we celebrate in winter, autumn, spring, 
summer?

4. Answer the questions.

1) Do you like holidays?
2) What is your favourite holiday?
3) When do you celebrate this holiday?
4) Do you help your mother about the house at that day?
5) What do your mother cook on that day?

Djeorguba
Джеоргуыба

Happy Birthday
Амондджын гуырæн бон

WE LEARN
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5. Learn how to invite friends to your birthday party.

6. Answer the questions.

Where were you born?
When were you born?
Is your birthday in autumn, spring or summer?
Do you invite your friends to your birthday?
What presents do you like to get?
What does your mother usually give you as a present?
What does your mother usually cook on that day?
What do you wear on your birthday?

7. Work in pairs. Ask your friend when he was born.

Example: – When were you born?
       – I was born on the eighth of April.

8. Learn to read the new words and sentences.

holiday , a holiday – holidays. On holidays people 
don’t work. I like holidays. It was a holiday yesterday.
celebrate . When do you celebrate this holiday? 
What holidays do you celebrate in winter?
present , a present – presents, to buy a present, 
to get a present. Yesterday I got a lot of presents.
birthday . Is your birthday in autumn or in 
winter? My friend has a birthday in December. Happy 
Birthday to you!
Djeorguba . Djeorguba is an Ossetian holiday.
to be born . Pete was born in spring on the sixth of 
May.
to invite . Do you like to invite guests?

WE READ

To Bibo.

Please come to my Birthday party
on the 20th of May
from 6.00 till 8.00 p. m.
at 5 Dovatora street. 

From Ben
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9. Do you know that it was Bibo’s birthday yesterday?

Bibo’s Birthday
Yesterday it was the seventeenth of December. It was 

Bibo’s birthday. His mother and father came to his room 
and said, “Happy Birthday! There are some presents for 
you in the sitting-room.”

Bibo ran to the sitting-room and saw the presents. 
His mother gave him a book and father gave him a new 
bycicle. At three o’clock they invited guests. They brought 
Bibo a lot of presents: books, toys, sweets and many other 
things. Bibo was happy.

10. Choose and read the sentences which are true to the text.

1. Today is the fifteenth of December.
2. It was Bibo’s birthday.
3. Bibo ran to the dining-room and saw the presents.
4. At three o’clock they invited guests.
5. They brought a lot of presents.
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11. Know more about one of the most famous Ossetian 
holidays.

Djeorguba
Djeorguba is an Ossetian national holiday. The 

Ossetian people celebrate Djeorguba in November. This 
month is even called “Month of Djeorguba”. The holiday 
lasts the whole* week since Sunday till next Monday.

Each family invites guests: neighbours*, relatives*, 
friends. Women lay the tables* with tasty things such as 
three cheese pies, meat, fruit and vegetables.

The Ossetian people honour* Saint Wastirgy*. The 
head of the family prays to Wastirgy and asks him 
to help the family, to give them health, wealth and 
happiness.

*whole  – æнæхъæн
*neighbour  – сыхаг
*relative  – хæстæг, хион
*to lay the table – стъолыл æрæвæрын
*to honour  – кад кæнын
*Saint Wastirgy  – Уастырджи (Лæгты дзуар)
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12. Do you know how Americans celebrate Thanksgiving 
Day? Then read the text and say when and why people began 
to celebrate it.

The History of Thanksgiving Day
The last Thursday in November is a holiday in 

America. People call this holiday Thanksgiving Day. It 
is the most important day in the American year. People 
decorate their houses with the fruit and flowers of 
autumn and prepare traditional American food:  roast* 
turkey*, potatoes and pumpkin*. What are people 
celebrating? What are they giving thanks for?

In 1620 the first colonists came to America and began 
a new life there. They started to farm the land. The work 
was difficult and full of danger. In New England, the 
place where they lived, there were many wild birds. They 
were turkeys. In autumn of 1621 the colonists had their 
first harvest*. It was rather good.

They wanted to thank God. The colonists had a 
thanksgiving dinner. It lasted three days. For three days 
they gave thanks for their good harvest and their happy 
life in a new country.

The turkey has become a symbol of Thanksgiving Day.

*roast  – физонæггонд
*turkey  – гогыз
*pumpkin  – наc
*harvest  – тыллæг, хорæрцыд, хорæрзад

13. Imagine you had your birthday last week. Write about it.

1) Whom did you invite?
2) What presents did you get?
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3) What did you do at the party?
4) What tasty things did your mother cook?

14. Learn to write these words:

to celebrate, holiday, present, birthday, Djeor-
guba, to invite, to be born, Thanksgiving Day 

WE LEARN

Remember!
The Future Simple Tense

Суинаг æбæрæг афон
The Future Simple Tense февдисы, куы 

йыл дзырдæуы, уымæй фæстæдæр чи  цæу-
дзæн, уыцы архайд. Ацы афон арæзт цæуы 
æххуысгæнæг мивдисджытæ will кæнæ shall 
æмæ мивдисæджы æбæлвырд формæйæ.
1. I shall play.   1. We shall play.
2. You will play.  2. You will play.
3. He
   She   will play.  3. They will play.
   It

I am a little boy now.
I shall be a doctor in twenty years.

today – абон
tomorrow – райсом
next week – иннæ къуыри
next month – иннæ мæй
next year – иннæ аз
soon – тагъд
in twenty years – 20 азы фæстæ
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1. Look at the pictures and tell what these people will do 
tomorrow.

2. Put these sentences into Future Simple Tense.

1. It is warm today.
2. Kate plays computer games.
3. We have a holiday today.
4. My mother  usually cooks a pie on Sunday.
5. Jane buys trousers for her brother.
6. Mr. Brown lives in a big house.
7. In winter the trees are white with snow.
8. In September children go to school.
9. It often snows in winter.
10. My grandmother invites us to her birthday party.

3. Make up 5–6 sentences of your own using Future Simple 
Tense.
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4. Tomorrow is Lizzy’s birthday. Tell what she will do to 
prepare for her birthday party.
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5. Do you know what Halloween is? Then read the text.

Halloween
There is a nice holiday for children in England and 

America in autumn. It is Halloween. It is on the 31st of 
October. On this day boys and girls put on old and funny 
clothes.

People put pumpkins on the window-sills*. They cut 
eyes, noses* and mouths* in the pumpkins. Then they put 
candles* into them. So the pumpkin looks like a face.

The children go from house to house and knock at the 
doors. They say, “Trick or treat*!”

People give them sweets, fruit, cakes and many other 
tasty things.

*window-sill  – фæрсcагтæрхæг, рудзынджы 
дæлвæйнæг 

*nose  – фындз
*mouth  – дзых
*candle  сойын цырагъ
*trick or treat  – хорз нæ фенут, кæннод уæ 

фæхынджылæг кæндзыстæм
a) Try to learn new words. 
b) Choose and read aloud the sentences to illustrate the 
pictures.

WE READ
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6. What Ossetian holiday can we compare with Halloween?

Nogbon (New day)
Nogbon is one of the most favourite holidays for 

Ossetians. It is celebrated on the 12–14th of January. 
Every family makes fire near the house. And that’s why 
all the villages are bright. Everybody thinks that his fire 
is brighter and higher. People gather around the fire and 
sing songs.

There are a lot of dishes on the table on this holiday. 
The most important is a pie “arthuron”. It symbolizes 
Sun. All the members of the family must taste this 
pie. The head of the family says the pray and asks for 
happiness and health.

In the evening young girls and boys wear masked 
clothes and go from house to house and give merry  
shows. They sing a song “Khadzaronta, Khadzaronta!” 
The women cook different figures of men, animals and give 
them to their guests.
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7. Listen to the sentences and raise your hand when you 
hear sentences in the Future Simple Tense.

8. Listen to the poem and learn it by heart.

Happy birthday!
Happy birthday to you!
Happy birthday to you!
Happy birthday, dear Billy!
Happy birthday to you!

9. Make the weather forecast for tomorrow.

10. Do you remember Alan? Tell what he will do tomorrow.

11. Fill in: will, shall.

1. I … go to the park tomorrow.
2. We … celebrate Djeorguba in November.
3. My family … give me a present next week.
4. My brother … invite guests next month.
5. Taimuraz … write a letter to his pen-friend.

WE LISTEN

WE TALK

WE WRITE
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WE LEARN

1. Look at the pictures and say what these animals will not 
do.

Remember!
The Future Simple Tense

Суинаг æбæрæг афон
Фарстон хъуыдыйа-

ды схемæ
1. Shall I play?
2. Will you play?
               he
3. Will    she play?
               it
1. Shall we play?
2. Will you play?
3. Will they play?

Æппæрццæг хъуы-
дыйады схемæ

1. I shall not play.
2. You will not play.
    He
3. She    will not play.
    It
1. We shall not play.
2. You will not play.
3. They will not play.

Contracted forms
Цыбыр формæтæ
will not – won’t

shall not – shan’t
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2. Look at the pictures and say what these animals will do.

3. This is the way to ask questions.

Remember!
Tomorrow Father will go to the shop to buy a 

present for Mum.
Will he go to the shop?
Will he buy a present for Mum or for Granny?
Will he go to the shop tomorrow or next week?
Who will go to the shop?
Where will he go?
When will he go to the shop?
What will he buy?
For whom will he buy a present?
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WE TALK

WE READ

5. Work in pairs. Ask your friend what he will do soon, 
tomorrow, next week, month, year.

Will the boy read a book?
Will the boy read a book or a newspaper?
What will the boy do?

Will you buy a present for your
sister?
Will you buy a doll or a book?
What will you do?

4. Look at the pictures and answer the questions.

6. Read the story to know more about the famous holiday in 
Russia.

Will it rain tomorrow?
Will it rain or snow tomorrow?
When will it rain?
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Easter*
Easter is a very popular* holiday in Russia. People 

celebrate this holiday in spring. It is the holiday of Jesus 
Christ*, of his resurrection*. People paint* eggs and give 
them to each other. “Eggs” is a symbol* of Easter. All the 
families go to church*.

*Easter  – Куадзæн
*popular  – зындгонд, номдзыд
*Jesus Christ  – Чырысти 
*resurrection  – райгас
*paint  – ахорын
*symbol  – символ, нысан
*church  – аргъуан

a) Try to learn new words.
b) Choose and read aloud the sentences to illustrate the 
picture.  

WE WRITE
7. Write a letter to your friend in England. Tell how you 
celebrate Easter in your country.
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WE LEARN
1. Look at the pictures and name these holidays.

2. Using new words and expressions describe the pictures.

New Year

Christmas

New Year, a Christmas tree, Happy New Year!
Snow Maiden, to decorate, to wish, greeting cards
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WE LISTEN

WE READ

3. Listen to the new words and pronounce them.

4. Listen to the sentences and translate them.

5. Learn to read the new words and sentences.

New Year . Do you like a New Year holiday? 
Happy New Year! I like New Year presents.
Christmas . Father Christmas. Father Christmas 
will come and bring a lot of presents.
Snow Maiden . The Snow Maiden usually 
comes with Father Christmas.
to decorate ]. Zalina and Madina decorated their 
Christmas tree. I want to decorate our house for the 
holiday.
to wish . I wish you merry Christmas.
card , greeting card. You can buy Christmas cards 
or you can make them.

6. Know more information about these two holidays.

Christmas
The 25th of December is Christmas Day. It’s a happy 

holiday for many people in different countries. Some 
weeks before Christmas English people are busy. They 
send greeting cards to all their relatives and friends. 
Many children make their cards at school. When children 
go to bed they put their stockings near their beds. At 
night Father Christmas comes. He has got a big bag 
of presents for children. He puts the presents into the 
children’s stockings.

New Year’s Day
Tomorrow will be New Year, the thirty first of 

December. It is a very nice holiday. My mother will 
cook a lot of tasty things. Yesterday Dad brought a big 
green Christmas tree. We put it in the sitting-room. We 
decorated it with toys and lights of all colours: blue, red, 
yellow, green, white. In the evening Father Christmas 
and Snow Maiden will come and bring a lot of presents. 
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At eleven o’clock we shall sit down at a holiday table. We 
shall wish Happy New Year to each other!

WE LEARN BY HEART

WE WRITE

WE LEARN

7. Learn this poem by heart.

We Wish You a Merry Christmas
We wish you a merry Christmas,
We wish you a merry Christmas,
We wish you a merry Christmas
And a happy New Year.

8. Write how you and your family celebrate New Year 
Holiday.

9. Learn to write these words and expressions.

New Year, a Christmas tree, Father Christmas, 
Snow Maiden, to decorate, to wish, greeting card

Remember!
The Adverb
Фæрсдзырд

Фæрсдзырд у архайд кæнæ миниуæджы 
æууæл æвдисæг æнæивгæ ныхасы хай. Ан-
глисаг æвзаджы фæрсдзырд арæзт цæуы 
фæсæфтуан -ly миногоны райдиан формæмæ 
æфтауыны руаджы.

Зæгъæм: bad – badly, slow – slowly, quick – 
quickly.

Фæлæ: good – well.
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1. Read and compare.

She is a bad footballer.
He is a quick runner.
Mary is a slow reader.
She is a good cook.

She plays football badly.
He runs quickly.
Mary reads slowly.
She cooks well.

2. Look at the pictures and say.

Example: Mary is a bad cook.
       Mary cooks badly.

3. Tell what the underlined word is – adjective or adverb.

1. She is a good dancer.
2. He runs quickly.
3. She plays football slowly.
4. This chair is comfortable.
5. The sun shines brightly.

4. Read the dialogue and dramatize it.

Sam: Do you like holiday?
Peter: Certainly, I do.
Sam: What holidays do you like and why?
Peter: I like Christmas, New Year, Djeorguba and my 

birthday.
Sam: Do you always send greeting cards to your 

friends and relatives on holidays?
Peter: Yes, I do. I always send them cards.
Sam: What do you usually write on the cards?
Peter: I wish all good things, health, wealth, happiness.

WE READ

1) to run slow

3) to swim good
4) to skate bad2) to run quick
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WE LEARN BY HEART

WE TALK

WE WRITE

REVISION LESSON

5. Learn this poem by heart.

The New Year
I am the little New Year, ho, ho!
Here I come tripping it over the snow,
Shaking my bells with a merry din,
So open your door and let me in.

6. Tell your classmates how you’ll celebrate your Mother’s 
birthday. Let your classmates ask you questions.

7. Your mother is going to buy some new clothes. She’ll 
make a list of them. What will she write in the list?

Example: I will buy a sweater.

8. Learn to write these words.

1. Imagine you will soon have your birthday. Whom will you 
invite, what will you prepare for the guests?

2. Imagine you came to London. The English want to know 
about your holidays in Ossetia-Alania. What can you tell 
them?

3. Tell what is the difference between two holidays – 
“Christmas” and “New Year”.

4. Imagine you are a professor. Give some information about 
the famous holiday “Easter” to your pupils.

bad – badly, slow – slowly, quick – 
quickly, good – well
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WE WRITE

5. Look at the picture and tell what presents for children 
are there in Father Christmas’s bag. What will he bring for 
children?

6. Crossword puzzle.

1. Бæрæг кæнын
2. Гуырæн бон
3. Куадзæн
4. Хэллоуин
5. Лæвар

1. Цыппурс
2. Æрбахонын
3. Аив кæнын

1

2

3

2

4

3

5
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7. Let’s remember the words and expressions from Unit VI.

1. Fill in the missing letters.

c…lebr…te  ca…d
w…sh   Chr…stm…s
dec…rat…   E…st…r
Sn…w Ma…den  H…llowe…n

2. Write in words.

s, p, e, r, n, t, e    s, h, w, i
y, a, h, l, i, d, o    v, i, t, n, e, i
s, t, s, m, c, r, h, i, a   y, b, i, r, h, t, a, d

3. Choose the correct variant.

1) Do you think it … tomorrow?
a) rains  b) will rain c) rained

to celebrate, holiday, present, birthday, Djeorguba, 
to invite, to be born, New Year, Christmas, a 
Christmas tree, Father Christmas, Snow Maiden, to 
decorate, to wish, а greeting card, quick – quickly, 
bad – badly, slow – slowly, good – well

OPTIONAL LESSON

OPTIONAL LESSON

TEST
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HOME-READING

2) We … a Christmas tree yesterday.
a) bought  b) buy  c) will buy

3) Dad … put on his coat. It isn’t cold.
a) will   b) won’t  c) shall

4) … you write a greeting card to your friends?
a) shall   b) shan’t  c) will

5) I … everybody to my birthday party last week.
a) will invite  b) invited  c) is inviting

4. Translate from English into Ossetian. 

1) Father Christmas brought us a lot of presents.
2) The girls decorated the house for a holiday.
3) You can buy Christmas cards or you can make them.
4) What holidays do you celebrate in winter?
5) She speaks English very well.

5. Translate from Ossetian into English. 

1) Ног аз у мæ уарзондæр бæрæгбон.
2) Æз райгуырдтæн тъæнджы мæйы 22 бон.
3) Райсом уазджытæ æрбахондзынæн.
4) Джеоргуыба у ирон адæмы бæрæгбон.
5) Куадзæны мах æйчытæ фæахорæм.

Read the second part of the tale about the Red Riding Hood.

Red Riding Hood
The wolf came to the grandmother’s house and knocked 

at the door.
“Who is there?” asked the grandmother.
“It is Red Riding Hood,” said the wolf. “I brought you 

some bread, a cake and a piece of fresh butter.”
“Walk in,” said the grandmother.
The old lady was lying in bed. The wolf came up to 

the bed and ate the grandmother. Then he put on a 
nightdress* and a nightcap*, got into the grandmother’s 
bed.
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When Red Riding Hood gathered many flowers she 
went to her grandmother.

“Good morning, Grandmother,” she cried*.
The grandmother was very strange*.
“Oh, Grandmother, what big ears* you have!”
“The better to hear you with, my dear!”
“Oh, Grandmother, what big eyes* you have!”
“The better to see you with, my dear!”
“Oh, Grandmother, what big hands you have!”
“The better to hug* you with, my dear!”
“Oh, Grandmother, what big teeth you have!”
“The better to eat you with, my dear!”
So the wolf ate a poor little Red Riding Hood, went to 

bed and was asleep soon.
A hunter* went past the house. He decided to see the 

grandmother. When he went into the house he saw the wolf.
“I know who you are,” said the hunter. “You’ve done 

bad things for years.”
So the hunter killed* the wolf and saved* the grand-

mother and the little girl.
They were quite happy now.

*nightdress  – æхсæвхуыссæн хæдон
*nightcap  – æхсæвхуыссæн худ
*to cry  – хъæр кæнын
*strange  – æнахуыр
*ear  – хъус
*eye  – цæст
*to hug  – хъæбыс кæнын
*hunter  – цуанон
*to kill  – амарын
*to save  – фервæзын кæнын

1. Who said it?

1) “Who is there?”
2) “What big ears you have!”
3) “The better to eat you with!”
4) “I know who you are.”

2. Agree or disagree.

1) The wolf knocked at the door.
2) The old lady was lying on the sofa.
3) The wolf ate the grandmother.
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4) The little girl ate Red Riding Hood.
5) A hunter went past the house.
6) The wolf killed the hunter.
7) Everybody was happy.

3. Answer the questions.

1) Who knocked at the door?
2) What did the wolf bring the grandmother?
3) What did the wolf do when he came up to the bed?
4) What did the wolf put on?
5) Why was the grandmother strange for Red Riding Hood?
6) What happened with the girl?
7) Who saved the grandmother and the girl? How?

4. Retell the second part of the tale “Red Riding Hood”.
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The Place We Live In

All of us leave in a town or in a city. Bibo lives in 
Vladikavkaz. Look at him. He is crossing the street. 
Every boy and girl must know how to cross the 
street.
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WE LEARN
1. Look at the pictures and say.

Vladikavkaz is a town.

Moscow is a big city.
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This is a bus.

This is a trolley-bus.

This is a tram.

This is a car.
It is a taxi.

This is a metro.
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2. Look at the picture and say what you can see in this 
town.

Remember!
to go by car (bus, tram, trolley-bus) – хæдтул-
гæйы (автобусы, трамвайы, троллейбусы) 
цæуын
to go by metro – метройы цæуын
to go on foot – къахæй цæуын (фистæгæй)
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3. Look at the pictures and say.

The bear goes to school on … .

The wolf goes to school by … .

The fox goes to school by … .

The monkeys go to school by … .

The children go to school on … .

WE READ
4. Learn to read these words and sentences.

 now, how, cow, brown, town, town – towns. We live in 
a town. There are not many people in our town.
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WE LISTEN

WE TALK

5. Listen to the poem.

Stop! Look!
Trams and cars in your town
Run up and down.
Run up and down.
Stop! Look at the light!
First look to the left,
And then to the right.

6. Answer the questions.

1. Do you live in a town or in a city?
2. What town or city do you live in?
3. Where do your friends live?
4. Are there many cars (buses, trams, taxis, trolley-buses) in 
your town or city?
5. What colour are the buses and taxis in your town or 
city?
6. Is there a metro in your town?
7. Do you go to school by car (bus, tram, trolley-bus, taxi) 
or on foot?
8. Does your mother (father) go to work by car (trolley-
bus, tram, metro)?

 pity, silly, kitty, city, a city – cities. Moscow is a big 
city. Do you live in a city or in a town? 

 but, cup, duck, luck, bus, a bus buses. Ann goes to 
school by bus.
trolley-bus. Are there many trolley-buses in your town? 
What colour are they?

 cat, cap, flat, tram, a tram – trams. Does your father 
go to his office by tram?
taxi, a taxi – taxis. Do you go to school by taxi or on foot? 
Yesterday I went to school by taxi as I was late.

 far, star, car, a car – cars. We have a beautiful car. 
Can I take your car? No, you can’t.

 went, met, red, metro. Do you have a metro in your 
town? No, we haven’t. We live in a small town.
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WE WRITE
7. Learn to write these words.

1. Look at the pictures and say.

town, city, bus, trolley-bus, metro, car, taxi

These are street lights.

This is a street.
There are many buses in the street.

This is a road.
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This is a train.

This is a ship.

This is a plane.

This is a boat.
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2. Look at the pictures and say.

Mairbek goes by … .

Mary goes by … .

John goes by … .

Zalina goes by … .
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Remember!

get on a bus

get off a bus

cross the street
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WE READ
3. Learn to read the new words and sentences.

 see, meet, street, a street – streets. The boy is crossing 
the street when there are no cars there.
street lights. Don’t cross the street before looking at the 
street lights.

 main, rain, a train, train – trains. Tomorrow my 
family will go to St. Petersburg by train.
plane, a plane – planes. I don’t like planes. I’m afraid to 
go by plane.

 big, live, give, city, ship, a ship – ships. What is the 
difference between two words “ship” and “sheep”?

 snow, slow, coat, boat, a boat – boats. You can see a 
lot of ships and boats on the Volga.
road. Don’t go on the road. There are a lot of cars there.
route-taxi . What number of route-taxi do you 
get on when you go to school?

4. Read this text and retell it.

This is a street in a big city. There are houses on each 
side of the street. There are many buses, trams, trolley-
buses, taxis in the street. Mike goes to school on foot as 
the school is near the house. Mother goes shopping by 
bus. She goes to the bus stop and waits for the bus. When 
the bus comes she gets on the bus and rides to the shop. 
Near the shop she gets off the bus. She crosses the street 
as the shop is on the other side of the road.

WE LEARN BY HEART
5. Learn this poem by heart.

The streets go up,   And in the streets
The streets go down,   The buses run,
And in and out    Two by two,
About the town.    Or one by one.
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WE TALK
6. Look at the pictures and say.

Example: Jane goes to London by plane.

Khumalag
Soslan

Sochi

Family

Azamat

America
SchoolMitya

Beslan

Irene

AslanJane
London Gisel
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WE READ

WE LEARN

7. Make these sentences complete.

This is a big … . There are houses on each side of the 
… . There are many … , … , … , … in the street. Alan 
goes to school by … . When the bus comes he gets … the 
bus and … to school. Near the school Alan gets … the 
bus.

8. Learn to write these words.

1. Look at the pictures and say.

Example: I like neither sweets nor fruit.

street, street lights, train, plane, ship, 
boat, road, route-taxi

Remember!
either … or … – кæнæ … кæнæ …
neither … nor … – нæдæр … нæдæр …
both … and … – … дæр æмæ … дæр

Pete was either in Moscow or in London.
Петя уыд кæнæ Мæскуыйы, кæнæ Лондоны.
Aslan has neither sister nor brother.
Асланæн нæдæр хо и нæдæр æфсымæр.
Both boys and girls went to the park.
Лæппутæ дæр æмæ чызджытæ дæр ацыдыс-

ты паркмæ.
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WE LISTEN
4. Listen to the poem and learn it by heart.

Look to this side,   Now go slow!
Look to that side.   The red says: Stop!
The green says: Go!  Now do so!

2. Learn safety rules!

3. Look at the pictures and say what the policeman says.

Safety Rules!  
Don’t stand in the street!
Don’t play in the street!
Don’t get off the tram till it stops!
Don’t cross the street without looking 
first to the left and then to the right!
Cross the street when the street light is 
green!
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5. Imagine you are a policeman. Teach your friends to cross 
the street.

6. Make up a sentence.

7. Fill in: either … or …, neither … nor … , both … and ... .

1. Sam was … in Africa … in America. 
2. They bought a car … yesterday … last week.
3. We’ll go there … by plane … by train.
4. I lived … in Moscow … in St. Petersburg.
5. I love … my father … my mother.

1. Read the dialogues and learn them by heart.

Zalina: What is the way to the Zoo?
George: You have to cross the street, then turn to the 

right and go straight.
Zalina: Is it far from here?
George: Not very far. It's ten minutes walk.
Zalina: Thanks.
Ann: Excuse me, I’ve lost my way. Will you kindly tell 

me how I can get to the station?
Mike: You have to get on the bus number 3. Then 

WE WRITE

REVISION LESSON

WE TALK
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2. Look at the pictures, name the means of transport and 
say:

1) which is the slowest; 
2) which is the fastest; 
3) which people can use only in town; 
4) which people can use everywhere; 
5) which you like best and why; 
6) which you don't like and why; 
7) which you often use; 
8) which you never use.

3. What can you see in the streets of Vladikavkaz?

colour
of cars red

numbers
of route-taxis

route-taxi
№ 25

means of
transport bus

you get off where the park is and get on the trolley-bus 
number 5.
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4. Describe the pictures.
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5. Tell whose cars these are.
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6. Let’s remember new words from Unit 7.

1. Fill in the missing letters:
t…wn   tr…m   m…tro
c…t…   r…ad   pl…ne
bo…t    tax…    str……t

2. Write in words:
t, e, s, t, r, e ______________________
i, a, t, x ___________________________
d, r, o, a __________________________
t, n, a, r, i ________________________
s, c, o, r, s ________________________
m, t, r, a __________________________

 
3. Choose the correct item.
1. Do you go to school … bus?

a) on   b) by   c) at

OPTIONAL LESSON

OPTIONAL LESSON

TEST

town, city, bus, trolley-bus, tram, taxi, metro, 
street, street lights, train, plane, ship, boat, road, 
route-taxi, get on a bus, get off a bus, to cross the 
street, to go by car (tram, trolley-bus), to go by 
metro, to go on foot
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2. Mother went to her work … foot yesterday.
a) by   b) in   c) on

3. My family lives … a big city.
a) in   b) on   c) by

4. There are many cars … the street.
a) in   b) on   c) near

5. Is there a shop … your house?
a) on   b) by   c) near

4. Fill in.

1. I like neither summer … winter.
2. Pete was either in London … in the USA.
3. Kate will go … by train or by plane.
4. He washed … his face nor his hands.
5. Both children … parents visited the museum.
6. We use … pen and pencil when we write.

5. Translate from English into Ossetian.

1. Don’t get off the bus till it stops.
2. Where is this train going?
3. I always meet Mike at the bus stop when I go to 
school.
4. There are many beautiful cities in Russia.
5. Oleg’s father went from Azov to Odessa by ship.

6. Translate from Ossetian into English.

1. Автобус кæм æрлæууы?
2. Нæ хæдзар скъоламæ æввахс у. Фæндаджы сæрты ба-
хиз.
3. Нæ горæты ис бирæ рæсугъд хæдзæрттæ.
4. Ног машинæ лæууыд хæдзары цур.
5. Сывæллæттæ фистæгæй ацыдысты паркмæ.
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HOME-READING
Read the first part of the tale about Dorothy and her 
friends.

The Wizard* of Oz
Once there was a little girl named Dorothy who lived 

in Kansas. One day she was playing with her dog Toto, 
when a strong* wind came up and carried* them to an 
unknown* land. Dorothy and Toto wanted to go home. 
As they walked in this unknown place, Dorothy saw a 
scarecrow*. The scarecrow cried.

“Why are you crying?” asked Dorothy.
“I have no brain*,” the scarecrow answered. “You look 

sad, too, little girl. What's wrong?*”
“I want to go home,” said Dorothy.
“Let’s go to see the Wizard of Oz,” said the scarecrow. 
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“He is a great Wizard. He can give me a brain and can 
help you to go home.” 

They went to find the Wizard of Oz. Soon they met 
a lion, who cried. Dorothy asked him why. “I am a 
coward*,” he answered. “People laugh at me as I am 
coward. I want to be brave*.”

“Come with us,” said Dorothy. “The Wizard can help 
you to be brave.”

*wizard  – хингæнæг, кæлæнгæнæг, дæсны
*strong  – тыхджын
*to carry  – хæссын
*unknown  – æнæзонгæ
*scarecrow  – тæрсæн
*brain  – магъз
*What’s wrong? – Цы кодтай?
*coward  – тæрсаг, тæппуд
*brave  – ныфсджын

1. Who sad it?

1) “Why are you crying?” 
2) “I have no brain.”
3) “The Wizard can help you to go home.”
4) “People laugh at me.”

2. Agree or disagree.

1) The little girl was named Mary. 
2) The dog was named Toto.
3) A strong wind came and carried them to Africa.
4) The scarecrow was laughing.
5) The lion was a coward.

3. Answer the questions.

1) Where did Dorothy and Toto live? 
2) Where did the wind carry Dorothy and Toto?
3) Whom did they meet?
4) What did the scarecrow want from the Wizard?
5) Where did Dorothy, Toto and scarecrow go? 
6) Whom did they meet?
7) What was wrong with the lion?

4. Retell the first part of the tale “The Wizard of Oz”.
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We Like To Travel

Why do people travel? They want to see other 
countries and continents, meet different people. Look 
at Bibo and his family. They are travelling all over 
the world.
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WE LEARN
1. Look at the map and name the continents.

2. Tell about your country and republic 
answering these questions.

1) Where is your country?
2) Is it a small or a big country?
3) In what republic do you live? 
4) In what town or city do you live?
5) In what street do you live?
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3. What can you tell about these people? Where do they 
live?

Shoko, Yoshi
Japan / Asia

Michele
France / Europe

John, Mary
USA / North America

Madina
Russia / Europe and Asia

Mario
Italy / Europe
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4. The family is planning their holiday. They are going to 
travel. Help them to choose the place to go.

WE LISTEN
5. Listen and repeat these sentences.

6. Listen to the poem and learn it by heart.

One foot up and foot down,
This is the way to London Town.
Two feet up and two feet down,
This is the way to Rostov Town.
Three feet up and three feet down,
This is the way to Beslan Town.
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WE TALK

WE WRITE

7. Complete the network using the words from the box.

by bus   to the country  to my grandma’s
by ship   Australia   by plane
France   on foot   to lie in the sun
Italy     to take photos  to meet different people 
    try different food

8. Learn to write these words.

continent, country, republic, Africa, Asia, 
Australia, Europe, South America, North 
America, Antarctica

What can you do?to take photos

How can you go?by plane

Where can you go?France
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WE LEARN
1. Look at the pictures and tell what you can see.

2. Now tell what you can see in different countries while 
travelling.

mountain river forest field

lake oceansea

North 
Ossetia-Alania
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3. Mr. White decided to travel. The first place he will visit is 
North Ossetia-Alania. Show him the place where we live.

4. Listen to the dialogue. Try to dramatize it.

Jack: Hello, Alan! Did you have a good holiday?
Alan: Yes, thanks. I had a good time in the mountains. 

And you?
Jack: Ah, I was in the country. 
Alan: And what did you do there?
Jack: I swam in the river and walked in the field.
Alan: Oh, lovely.

5. Learn to read the new words and sentences.

 mouse, house, mountain, a mountain – mountains. 
There are no mountains in Great Britain! Our republic 
is famous for high and beautiful mountains.

 winter, visit, river, a river – rivers, a long river. 
There is a long river near our country house. On what 
river does Vladikavkaz stand? Vladikavkaz stands on 
the river Terek. 

 box, watch, from, forest, a forest – forests, in the 
forest. The forests are green in summer. It's so nice to 
walk in the forest!

 eat, see, tree, field, a field – fields, in the field. How 
beautiful the field is! There are a lot of red and yellow 
flowers in the field.

 day, make, take, lake, a lake – lakes, a beautiful 
lake. Do you like to swim in the river or in the lake? I 
like to swim in the lake.

 meat, sea, a sea – seas. In summer we usually go to 
the Black Sea. The water in the sea is usually warm in 
summer.

 ocean, an ocean – oceans. Do you know the names 
of all the oceans? Yes, I know the names of the four 
oceans.

6. a) Read the text and say why the children like to spend 
their holidays at their grandfather’s.

WE LISTEN

WE READ
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WE TALK

At My Grandfather’s
My sister and I enjoy living in the country, that is why 

we usually spend our summer holidays at grandfather’s. 
He lives and works in the forest. He is a forester. He 
lives in a small house. There is a lake near the house. 
The lake is full of fish. 

Near the lake there are large fields. A lot of different  
flowers grow in the fields. Different birds and animals 
live in the forest. Grandfather knows and loves them 
all. Grandfather likes the forest. We like to listen to 
grandfather’s stories about the forest.

b) Choose and read aloud the sentences to illustrate the 
picture.

7. Look at the pictures and say where these people like to 
travel.

8. Choose a partner and talk about your last summer 
holidays.
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WE WRITE

WE LEARN

1. Match the sentences with the pictures.

1. I’m going to see a doctor. 
2. He is going to clean his teeth. 
3. He is going to the USA.
4. I’m going to be a pilot. 
5. She is going to open the window.
6. Mother is going to cook a pie.

9. Write about your plans for your future summer holidays.

10. Learn to write these new words.

mountain, river, forest, field, lake, sea, ocean

Remember!
To be going to пайда кæнæм суинаг aфон 

равдисынмæ.
Зæгъæм: Chermen is going to fly to Italy 

tomorrow.
Чермен райсом хъавы Италимæ aцæуын.
Зæгъæм: He is going to be an actor.

                Фæнды йæ артист суæвын.
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2. Tell what these people are going to do on their summer 
holidays.
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3. Bibo is planning his travelling. What is he going to do?

Example: Bibo is going to buy a ticket.
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WE LEARN BY HEART

WE TALK

WE WRITE

4. Learn this poem by heart.

A Sailor Went to Sea 
A sailor went to sea, sea, sea.
To see what he could see, see, see.
But all that he could see, see, see
Was the blue, blue sea, sea, sea.

5. Remember these proverbs and sayings.

Every country has its customs.
So many countries, so many customs.
East or West, home is best.

6. Ask your friends where they are going on their summer 
holidays.

7. Fill in. 

1. Mike … going to France with his parents. 2. Helen 
… going to buy a present for her friend. 3. The children 
… going to the forest with their grandfather. 4. I … going 
to visit my grandparents. 5. They … going to swim in the 
river.

8. Translate these sentences in written form.

1. Mike is going to be a lawyer. 2. We are going to 
buy a new house. 3. The birds are going to fly to warm 
countries. 4. The teacher is going to take the pupils to the 
forest. 5. Everybody is going to walk in the field.
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WE LEARN
1. Look at these people and tell where these boys are going.

Example: Michael is going to the North.

2. Tell what country is in the North (East, West, South).

Michael

Soslan

Peter

Hetag
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WE READ

3. Tell where these people are going. 

Father and mother ...

Grandfather and
grandmother ...

Boys ...

Girls ...

4. Learn to read the new words and sentences.

North , in the North, to the North, North America. 
Nick is going to the North with his father next month.
South , in the South, to the South, South America. 
Our town is in the South.
East , in the East, to the East. My friend lives in the 
East.
West , in the West, to the West. East or West, home 
is best. There are four parts of the world: the North, the 
South, the East, the West.
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5. Read the dialogue and dramatize it.

– Excuse me.
– Yes?
– Is there North Street near here?
– Yes, there is. It isn't very far. Go to the bank, turn to 

the right into North Street.
– Thank you. And how can I get to the supermarket?
– Take bus № 32. Get off it on South Street.
– Thank you so much.
– You are welcome!

WE LEARN BY HEART

WE WRITE

6. Learn these poems by heart.

South is warm,   North, East, South or West
North is cold,   Where I am going 
But East or West,  You can just guess.
Home is best!

7. Write the directions from Mike’s house to the bank.

8. Learn to write these words. 

North, South, East, West
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REVISION LESSON

WE TALK
1. Look at the pictures. Try to guess where it is.
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2. Tell your friend about travelling. 
These questions and answers will help you.

1) Why do people travel?
to see other countries and continents
to see modern cities and old towns
to have a rest

2) What do they do when they travel?
learn a lot
meet different people
try different food
listen to different music
take photos
lie in the sun
visit interesting places

3) How do people travel?
by plane    by bus  by car
by train     by ship  on foot

4) What about you? 
Why do you like to travel?
With whom do you travel? 
How do you usually travel?

3. Do you remember the words from Unit VIII?

continent, South America, forest, country, North 
America, field, republic, Antarctica, ocean, Africa, 
mountain, south, Asia, river, north, Australia, 
lake, east, Europe, sea, west

REVISION LESSON

WE TALK
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1. Fill in the missing letters.

c…nt…nent   …urop…
c…untr…    mo…nta…n
rep…blic    r…ver
Afr…ca    f…eld
…sia     oce…n
A…stral…a   e…st

2. Write in words.

w, s, e, t    n, t, a, c, t, i, c, r, a, a
a, e, s    s, i, a, a
o, r, e, f, t, s   a, k, e, l
n, t, h, o, r    s, t, e, a
 
3. Choose the correct item.

1. Aslan … going to buy a present for his mother to-
morrow.

a) was    b) is  c) are
2. Mary … going to South America with her family.

a) am    b) is  c) are
3. We … going to buy a new car next week.

a) were    b) was  c) are
4. Nobody … going to go to the Zoo.

a) is    b) am  c) was
5. I … going to become an artist.

a) am    b) is  c) are

4. Translate from Ossetian into English.

1) Сывæллæттæ каникулты ацыдысты Америкæмæ.
2) Ирыстоны ис рæсугъд хæхтæ.
3) Ахæм хорз у хъæды!
4) Быдыры зайы бирæ рæсугъд дидинджытæ.
5) Бибо бæллы дохтыр суæвынмæ.

5. Translate from English into Ossetian.

1) In what republic do you live?
2) Vladikavkaz stands on the river Terek.
3) Marat is going to buy a present.
4) East or West, home is best.
5) With whom do you like to travel?
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HOME-READING
Read the second part of the tale about Dorothy and her 
friends.

The Wizard of Oz
When the road turned, they met a man made of tin*. 

The tin man told them that he was sad* because he had 
no heart*, and he went with Dorothy, scarecrow, lion and 
Toto to the Wizard.

After many adventures*, they found the Wizard of Oz. 
He told them that since scarecrow was smart* enough to 
think of looking for the Wizard, he already had a brain. 
And the tin man had a heart as he could feel* so sad. 
The Wizard told the lion that he protected* them all so 
well on the trip, he was no longer coward but a brave 
lion. The scarecrow, the lion and the tin man were very 
happy.
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“Bow wow!” barked Toto, Dorothy's dog. 
“Yes, that's right,” said the scarecrow. “What about 

Dorothy and her dog? Can't you help them to go home to 
Kansas?”

“Well, I can try,” said the Wizard. “Dorothy, shut* your 
eyes. Now you say yourself three times,

There's no place like home.
There's no place like home.
There's no place like home.”
Dorothy took her dog and shut her eyes. She said, 

“There's no place like home,” three times. A great wind 
carried them to Kansas. She opened her eyes, she and 
Toto were in her bed at home. She was very happy!

*tin  – къала
*sad  – æнкъард
*heart  – зæрдæ
*adventure  цау
*smart  – цыргъзонд, сæрæн
*to feel  – æнкъарын
*to protect  – хъахъхъæнын
*to shut  – æхгæнын

1. Agree or disagree.

1. They met a woman made of tin.
2. The man was sad because he had no heart.
3. After many adventures they didn't find the Wizard of 
Oz.
4. The Wizard helped everybody.
5. Toto and Dorothy came to Kansas on foot.

2. Answer the questions.

1) Whom did they meet when the road turned?
2) Why was a tin man sad?
3) When did all the friends find the Wizard of Oz?
4) What did the Wizard tell the lion, the scarecrow and 
the man made of tin?
5) How did the Wizard help Toto and Dorothy?

3. Retell the second part of the tale “The Wizard of Oz”.
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Tasks
Хæслæвæрдтæ

Look at the picture and say…
Æркæс нывмæ æмæ зæгъ…

Answer the questions.
Фæрстытæн дзуапп ратт.

Listen to the song and learn 
it by heart.
Байхъус зарæгмæ æмæ йæ са-
хуыр кæн зæрдывæрдæй.

Listen to the poem and learn 
it by heart.
Байхъус æмдзæвгæмæ æмæ йæ 
сахуыр кæн зæрдывæрдæй.

Listen to the dialogue.
Байхъус диалогмæ.

Phonetic exercise.
Фонетикон фæлтæрæн.

Learn to read the new words 
and sentences.
Базон кæсын ног дзырдтæ æмæ 
хъуыдыйæдтæ.

Read the text.
Бакæс радзырд (текст).

Retell the story.
Дæхи ныхæстæй радзур.

Dramatize this dialogue.
Радзурут диалог рольтæм гæсгæ

Translate. 
Ратæлмац кæн.

Learn to write these words 
and expressions. 
Бахъуыды кæн, ацы дзырдтæ 
æмæ дзырдбæстытæ куыд фыс-
гæ сты, уый. 

Fill in...
Бавæр…

Make up sentences.
Сараз хъуыдыйæдтæ.

Make up a story. 
Сараз радзырд.

Let’s remember the new 
words from Unit…
Дæ зæрдыл æрлæууын кæн ног 
дзырдтæ … сæргондæй.

Listen and repeat.
Байхъус æмæ сфæлхат кæн.

Imagine that you are…
Дæ цæстытыл ауайын кæн, 
цыма ды…
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Give the title to the text.
Радзырдæн сæргонд ратт.

Agree or disagree.
Сразы у кæнæ ма сразы у.

Arrange the sentences into a 
logical order.
Хъуыдыйæдтæ сæ хъуыдымæ 
гæсгæ раст равæр.

Crossword рuzzle.
Скæн кроссворд.

Match the English words with 
their meanings.
Ссар англисаг дзырдтæн сæ 
нысаниуджытæ.

Complete the sentences.
Кæронмæ ахæццæ кæн 
хъуыдыйæдтæ.

Write down...
Ныффысс...

Say…
Зæгъ…

Tell… 
Радзур…

Ask…  
Бафæрс…

Find…   
Ссар…

Read and compare.
Бакæс æмæ абар.

Try to read and remember.
Бацархай бакæсын æмæ 
бахъуыды кæнын.

Choose and read.
Рaвзар æмæ бакæс.

Work in pairs.
Кусæм къæйттæй.

Describe.
Æрфысс.

Choose the right variant.
Равзар раст вариант.
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Irregular Verbs
Ивгæ мивдисджытæ
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English-Ossetian Vocabulary
Англисаг-ирон дзырдуат
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